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DECEMBER 6,1973.

ANALYSIS OF U.S. TAXATION OF FOREIGN INCOME
AND FOREIGN PERSONS

It is the purpose of this memorandum to provide an analysis of
U.S. tax provisions relating to the taxation of foreign income and in-
comne of foreign persons. Thie paper emphasizes the taxation of corpo-
rations because the Administration's tax proposals would primarily
affect corporations.

Present U.S. Tax Structure

A U.S. corporation is taxed on its worldwide income because of
the broad scope of section 61(a). The worldwide taxable income is
computed by deducting from worldwide gross income all allowable
deductions on a worldwide basis. If the income of the corporation is
subjected to tax in a foreign jurisdiction that tax can be credited
against, the corporation's UR.*. tax to the extent that the tax was levied
oil foreign source income. In the alternative those taxes can be de-
ducted from its gross income under action 164(a) (3). Special pro-
visions provide exemptions from tax or lower rates of tax for certain
corporations doing business abroad. These corporations are Western
Hemisphere Trade Corporations. Possessions Corporations and China
Trade Act Corporations. In addition. a special provision is provided
for certain corporations engaged primarily in exporting from the
U.S. Domestic International Sales Corporation provisions, ••etions
991 through 997 of the Code.

A more detailed explanation of the Administration's proposals are
contained in the Department of the Treasury's Proposals for Tax
Change dated April 30, 1973 (at. pages 159-168), in the Department's
releases dated April 10, and June 11, 1973, and in testimony by
Frederic W. Hickman. Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for Tax
Policy, before the Ways and Means Committee on May 10, 1973. A.
copy of all four(doeminents is attached hereto. In addition, an explana-
tion of the Adminiiistration's proposals relating to the taxation of for-
eign oil and gas income is contained in testimony by the Honorable
George P. Shultz, Secretary of the Treasury, before, the Ways and
Means Committee on February 4, 1974, and in the Department of the
Treasury's press release of the same date. A copy of Secretary Shultz's
testimony is attached.,

Foreign corporations (as well as nonresident alien individuals)
are generally taxed only on their income from U.S. sources, although
in limited cases foreign source income may be taxed as well. Th-e
method of taxation anid the rate of taxation depends upon whether
the income is effectively connected with the conduct of a trade or
business within the U.S.

See pages 26 ff.
(1)
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If the income of a foreign corporation is not effectively connected
it is taxed by section S81 of the Code only if it is from sources within
the U.S. and is fixed or determninable income (such as interest divi-
dends, or rents). These items are taxed at a rate of 30 percent oi their
gross amount, or at a lower rate provided by treaty. All other non-
effectively connected income is exempt. Thus, capital gains from the
sale of property of a foreign corporation is exempt provided it is not
effectively connected with the conduct of a trade or business in the U.S.

The income of a foreign corporation that is effectively connected
with the conduct by that corporation of a trade or business in the
U.S. is taxed under section 882 at the regular corporate rates. Gen-
erally. only U.S. source income is taxed although in certain cases
effectively 'connected foreign source income would also be taxed. De-
ductions are allowed against effectively connected gross income to the
extent that they are connected with income which is effectively con-
nected with the conduct of a trade or business within the U.S. The
foreign tax credit is available to foreign corporations only in special
circumstances in an amount determined under section 906.

The U.S. shareholders of a foreign corporation are generally not
taxable, on the income of that corporation until a dividend is actually
paid. There are two exceptions to this: foreign personal holding com-
panies and controlled foreign corporations. These will be discussed
below. Under section 243 of the Code, a corporation receiving a div-
idend from a domestic corporation is entitled to exclude most of that
dividend from its taxable income on the theory that it has already been
subject to tax. Dividends from a foreign corporation are not entitled
to the exclusion. Likewise, dividends from a. foreign corporation are
not entitled to the $100 exclusion of dividends received by individuals
provided by section 116. Therefore, the U.S. shareholdzwls of foreign
corporations would be taxed fully on dividends received from those
corporations. A United States corporation which in any taxable year
owns at least 10% of the voting stock of a foreign corporation from
which it receives dividends is entitled to a foreign tax credit for the
taxes paid by that corporation. Section 902.

A U.S. corporation or resident taxpayer may elect under section
901 to credit the foreign income taxes paid against U.S. taxes. In addi-
tion, nonrwsident aliens and foreign corporations may take the credit
to the extent foreign taxes are levied on income which is effectively
connected with the conduct of a trade or business in the U.S. In gen-
eral, the provisions provide a credit against the U.S. tax for foreign
income taxes actually paid by the taxpayer. The amount of the tax
which may be credited in any one year is limited by section 904.
Section 904(a) provides the taxpayer "with a choice of one of two sepa-
rate limitations on the amount of foreign tax which lie may credit
against his U.S. tax. The first is the "per-country limitation" under
which the credit may not exceed the same proportion of the U.S. tax
which the taxpayer's taxable income from sources within the couimtry
assessing the tax bears to his entire taxable income for that taxable
year. The limitation is comiputed on a country-by-country basis if thetaxpar'%r has foreign source income e from more than one coihtry. The
alternative choice is provided by section 904(a) (2) and is called the".overall limitation". Under that limitation the taxpayer's entire for-
eign source income is aggregated in determining the amount of foreign
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tax for a particular year which exceeds the amount allowed under the
elected limitation. Iii addition, special rules are provided under sec-
tion 904(f) for aggregating interest income and dividends from a
Domestic Internatdha S-Sales Corporahtion on a country-by-country
basis. Examples of the operation of the foreign tax crediit appear in
the Treasury Department explanation of February 4, 1974.

As explained above, with two exceptions, the United States share-
holders of foreign corporations are not currently taxable on the income
of those corporations until the income is repatriated in the form of

- a dividend.
The first category of corporations, the income of which may be

currently taxable to its shareholders even though not distributed, is
a "foreign personal holding company." Sections 551 through 558 of
the Code. A foreign corporation is a foreign personal holding com-
pany if at least 60% of the corporation's gross himome for the taxable
year is foreign personal holding company income (which is passive
income such as dividends, interest, rents and royalties), and if at any
time during the taxable year more than 50% in value of the corpora-
tion's outstanding stock is owned directly or indirectly by not more
than 5 individuals who are citizens or residents of the United States.
The intent of the foreign personal holding company provision is to
prevent a small group of taxpayers from incorporating their invest-
ments overseas in order to escape taxation of investment income at the
individual level. If the requirements are met then the shareholders of
the corporation will be taxable on their pro rata share of that corpora-
tion's "personal holding company income."

The second category of corporations, the income of which may be
currently taxable to its shareholders even though not distributed are
corporations subject to the provisions of Subpart F of the Internal
Revenue Code. Sections 951 through 964. Subpart F taxes certain
United States shareholders on their pro rata, share of defined cate-
gories of foreign income (subpart F income) even though that income
is not distributed currently. The subpart was aimed at the practice of
using "a foreign base company" in international business operations
to shelter foreign source income from foreign taxes as well as U.S.
taxes. Prior to the adoption of subpart F a corporation could establish
a sales subsidiary (called a "base company") in a tax haven country
and sell manufactured goods to that subsidiary. The subsidiary would
in turn sell those goods to buyers outside of the tax haven country. By
proper manipulation of prices a good portion of the profit could be
allocated to the. "base company" and thustaxes could be avoided or
minimized.

To be subject to subpart. F a corporation iiust be a "controlled for-
eign corporation". A controlled foreign corporation is one more than
50% of whose combined voting powCr is owned by U.S. persons on
any day of the taxable year. U.S. persons for purposes of this-test
are limited to those owning 10% or more of the total combined voting
power of the corporation. Section 957. Once it is determined that the
corporations is a controlled foreign corporation each of the sharehlld-
ers who owned 10% or more of the combined voting power of the
corporation on the last day of the taxable year must report their pro
rata share of the undistributed subpart F income of the corporation.
Complex rules are provided for increasing the basis of the stock of
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the corporation for amounts of undistributed income taxed to the
shareholders and for insuring that income which has been taxed
under subpart F will not be sulbjeet to tax a second time. Sections 961
and 959, respectively. In addition, section 960 provides for a deemed
paid tax credit, similar to that provided by section 902, or the amount
taxable to shareholders of controlled foreign corporations.

The shar6holders of a controlled foreign corporation are taxed on
three classes of income: "Subpart F income" as defined in section
952; withdrawals of amounts previously excluded frbm Subpart F
by reason of their halving been invested in less developed countries
(section 955); and increased earnings which are invested in the U.S.
within the meaning of section 956.

"Subpart F income" consists of "foreign base company income
and income from the insurance of U.S. risks. Foreign base company
income in turn includes foreignn personal holding company income"
which is foreign personal holding incoehe as defined in section 553
adjusted in accordance with the provisions of section, n 954(c), and
foreign base company sales and s( vice income. "Foreign base com-
pany sales income" is the income of a controlled foreign corporation
derived from the selling of property purchased from a related per-
son, or from buying personal property for sale to a related person,
if the property is produced and sold outside of the country of
incorporation of the controlled foreign corpt4ration. "Foreign 'base
comlpny service income" is income derived from the performance of
techlical, managerial, engineering, architectifnl, or like services out-
side of the country of incorporation of the controlled foreign cor-
poration if such services are performed for, or oni behalf of, a related
person.

Exceptions to the defirfition of foreign base company income are
provided in the case of income derived from the use of vessels and
airplanes in foreign commerce, and certain income from qualified in-
vestments in less developed countries. In addition, the income of a
foreign corporation is exempted if less than 30% of its gross income
for the taxable year is foreign base company income. If more than
70% of the corporation's income for the taxable year is foreign base
company income its entire gross income will be treated as foreign
base comptiby income for the year. Another safehaven from sublart
F is prbvided through the mechaiiism of making minimum distribu-
tions within the meaning of section 963, which allows the U.S. cor-
porate shareholder to average income from high tax countries with
income from low tax countries.

Administration Proposals

The Administration's proposals would not change the basic tax
struetutwe which is outlined above. However, in three sititations the Ad-
ministration's foreign tax proposals would provide changes in the
alcove described provisions.

FOREIGN TAX HAVEN MANUFACTURING CORPORATIONS

The first change, the Administration's "Foreign Tax Haven Manu-
facturing Corporation" proposal, would add to subpart F an addi-
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tional defined category of corporation, the income of which would be
taxable to its U.S. shareholders even if not distributed.

Where a foreign country gives undue tax incentives to encourage
American investment there, by means of a "tax holiday" or similar
income tax incentive, the earnings of a controlled foreign corporation
that manufactures within that country would be taxed currently if
the corporation makes a new or additional investment there. In addi-
tion, where a controlled foreign corporation makes a new or addi-
tonal investment in a foreign country, the corporation's earnings
would be taxed currently to its U.S. shareholders (whether or not dis-
tributed to~them) if 259% or more of the corporation's gross receipts
are from the manufacture and sale of products destined for the United
States, and if the effective foreign tax rate on the corporation's in-
come is less than 80% of the U.S. tax rate.

These changes would be accomplished by an ar.endment to the sub-
)art F provisions by adding a new category of income taxable to share-
holders of controlled foreign corporations under section 951. This

would be the shareholders pro rata share of foreign tax haven manu-
facturing income as defined in a new section 965. 'The proposal would
not create a new class of subpart F income in order to avoid the ex-
clusions from subpart F which were discussed above (such as the so-
called 70-30 rule, and the minimiun distribution rule). The rules con-
tained in subpart F would apply for purposes of determining whether
or not the corporation is a controlled foreign corporation. In addition,
the mechanical rules for computing the exclusion from gross income
for previously taxed incotne, the increase in basis for amounts taxed
to a shareholder under section 961, and the election by individual
shareholders of a controlled foreign corporation to be taxed as a cor-
poration under section 96) would apply.

The proposal would also amend section 9014(f), which provides for a
separate limitation on the foreign tax credit in the case of certain
interest income and dividends from a DISC, to provide for a sepa-
rate limitation in the case of foreign tax haven manufacturing income.
This will prevent a United States shareholder from using excess for-
eign tax credit to offset his tax liability under the new rules.

RECOVERY OF FOREIGN LOSSES

The second change, The Administration's "Recovery of Foreign
Losses" proposal, would amend the foreign tax credit limiio.tion to
reduce ;", (and consequently the allowable credit) in certain cases, and
would provide for the inclusion in income in certain cases of amounts
previously deducted. Under present law it is possible for U.S. compa-
nies to reduce their U.S. income tax by operatiiig through a foreign
branch, rather than through a foreign subsidiary, during the initial
loss years of a foreign business operation. As explained above, in this
case the U.S. corporation is actually conducting the operations abroad
and would be fully taxable on its worldwide income, and likewise
would be entitled to take these initial losses as an offset against its
U.S. income. If the corporation is on the per-country limitation at
the time a loss from a foreign transaction has occurred, it does not
have to reduce the limitation for foreign taxes paid on foreign income
from other countries as it would if it were on the overall limitation.

28-364--74-2
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Thus, the corporation gets the full credit for other foreign taxes paid,
plus the full deduction for the foreign losses. When the foreign oper-
ation in the country of loss becomes profitable, taxes are often paid
to such country without taking into account the prior losses. As
explained above under the discussion of the foreign tax credit, the
credit would be allowed by the United States for such taxes and it
may effectively eliminate any United States tax on the income earned
during the profitable period. The same result occurs in the case of
a taxpayer on the overall limitation who has an overall loss on his
foreign operations. In either case the United States bears the burden
of the taxpayer deducting large losses which greatly reduce United
States taxes, while the foreign country collects the taxes on the oper-
ations once it becomes profitable with the United States tax eliminated
by the foreign tax credit.

The same result is possib]. where taxpayers incur large start-up
losses in the early years of, an operation in a foreign country, and then
incorporate the operation in the foreign country once it becomes profit-
able. Assuming that the new corporation does not meet the require-
mnents of the Foreign Personal Holding Company or subpart F provi-
sions no United States tax would be paid, even if the foreign country
takes the prior losses into account, unless the earnings are repatriated.

In much the same way a domestic corporation deriving its income
from sources within a possession of the United States can file a con.
solidated return with an affiliated group of which it is a member in
years in which it has losses and offset those losses against the domestic
income of the group. In profitable years that same corporation may
be treated as a "Possessions Corpo'ration" under section 931 of the
Code. A corporation qualifying as a "Possessions Corporation", al-
though incorporated in the United States, is not taxable by the United
States on its foreign source income. This means that tie losses are
used to offset United States taxable income of the group while the
income of the later years will not be considered as gross income for
purposes of computing the United States tax.

The Administrat.ion's proposals would seek to change these results
in two ways. In cases in which the domestic corporation continues to
operate as a branch abroad the proposal would reduce the limitdtion
on the foreign tax credit in those subsequent years by the amotnt of
the previously deducted losses. This rule would not apply if the for-
eign country allows for a carryover of the losses. In cases in which
a corporation first, files a consolidated return and then elects to be
treated as a Possessions Corporation or in cases in which a foreign
branch is later incorporated, a new section 84 would be added to the
Code to provide for an inclusion in gross income of an amount equal
to the amount of the earlier losses. This subsequent inclusion in gross
income would also take place where property which incurred the lossesis disposed of. Foreign Oil and Gas Income

The third change, the Administrnation's prloposals affecting foreign
oil and gas income, would modify existing law by limiting the percent-
age depletion allowance for oil and gas to wells located in the United
States. In addition, the foreign tax credit would be amended to treat
only a portion of the foreign tax paid with respect to income from for-
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eigi oil and gas properties as a creditable tax. The balance would be
treated as a deduction.

The proposals woold change the system explained above in two re-
spects. First, in denyIing percentage depletion to U.S. taxpayers op-
erating oil and gas wells abroad they would make such taxpayer's. s tax-
able income from foreign sources greater than a similarly situated tax-
payer doing business. only in the U.S. Second, in recharacterizing an
othem'wise creditable iwoinie tax paymefit as a deductible expense, they
wofild deny the ability to credit the foreign. tax payments against the
U.S. tax on other foreign source income.



DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY RECOMMENDATIONS
ON CHANGES IN THE TAXATION OF FOREIGN SOURCE
INCOME

Summary

The Treasury recommends the following modifications in the rules
relating to the taxation of foreign income:

(1) United States shareholders would be taxed on future undis-
tributed earnings of a controlled foreign corporation engaged ill manu-
facturing or processing activities where the corporation makes new or
additional investment and is allowed a foreign "tax holiday" or similar
tax incentive with respect to such-investment.

(2) United States shareholders would be taxed on the future undis-
tributed earnings of a controlled foreign corporation where the cor-
poration makes new or additional foreign investment in the manufac-
turing or processing of products exported to the United States market,
if the income from such investment is subject to foreign corporate tax
significantly lower than in the United States.

(3) Wher1e a, United States taxpayer has deducted foreign losses
against United States income, such losses would be taken into account
to reduce the amount Of foreign tax credit claimed by such taxpayer on
foreign earnings in later years.

Explanation

TAX HOLIDAY PROPOSAL
1. Background.

Under existing law. the income of foreign corporations operating
abroad is genera ly not subject to current United States taxation, re-
gardless of whether the stockholders of the corporation are U.S. or
foreign. The Subpart F provisions of the Internal Revenue Code,
adopted by the Congress in 1962, represent an exception to this general
rule in the case of certain tax haven activities conducted by corpora-
tions controlled by U.S. stockholders. The great bulk of United States
investment abroad in manufacturing and processing facilities is
located in countries which impose substantial corporate income taxes.
Investment decisions in such cases are made on the basis of general
business considerations in which tax burdens are a largely neutral
factor. However, there has been an increasing tendency by both devel-
oped and developing countries to deviate from their normal corporate
tax structures by offering tax related incentives, such as holidays from
taxation, to attract foreign investment. This has led in some significant
cases to United States companies making investments in manufactur-
ing facilities abroad in order to obtain special tax benefits. These tax
incentives are an unwarranted and undesirable use of income tax strutc-

(8)
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tures and create a distortion in the application of our existing tax rules
with respect to foreign source income.
B. Basic Propo8al.

United States sharehnlders wotild be taxed on future undistributed
earnings of a controlled foreign corporation engaged in manufactur-
ing or processing activities where the corporation makes new or addi-
tional investment and is allowed a foreign "tax holiday" or similar
tax incentive with respect to such investment,.
3. Detailed De8o?'iption.

A. Taxation of United State8 Shareholders. It is proposed that a
now section 951 (a) (1)(C) be added to the Internal Revenue Code to
provide that the United States shareholders, as defined in section
951(b), of a controlled foreign corporation engaged in manufactur-
ing or processing aboard be taxed currently on their pro rata share
of the earnings of such corporation if it is allowed a foreign tax in.-
vestment incentive (i.e., the earnings of such a corporation would be
deemed to be distributed currently to its shareholders)! These pro-
visions would operate independently of the exceptions of Subpart F.
Once the income of a foreign corporation is subject to current taxation,
its income would continue to be taxed currently thereafter, whether to
the same shareholders or to the new shareholders and whether or not
the foreign tax incentive continues to apply.

B. Manufacturing and Proce88ing. A new section would be added
to the Code to deffine a corporation engaged in maitiffacturing and
processing abroad. The new rules would apply to a controlled foreign
corporation engaged in manufacturing or processing (including re-
fining) outside of the United States, provided that more than 10 per-
cent of the unadjusted basis or the corporation's assets are used in
manufacturing and processing operations.

C. E,'i8ting Foreign Investment. In the case of an existing facility,
current taxation would not occur unless or until the investment made
after the effective date and during a period when the applicable for-
eign tax incentives are still in effect exceeds 20 percent of the unad-
justed basis of existing manufactu ring assets. It would make no dif-
ference whether the investment was funded from new capital or
reinvested earnings. This rule provides a margin for normal modern-
ization and replacement of existing facilities.

D. Foreign Branches of Controlled Foreign Corporations. For pur-
poses of applying these rules, a branch of a foreign corporation lo-
cated outside of the country of incorporation will be treated as a
separate corporation.
4. Foreign Tax Incentive

The Treasury Department would be granited authority to deter-
mine which foreign practices constitihte tax investment incentives.
This authority could be exercised by deteriniiiihtions with respect to
general categories of incentives, such as an exemption or reduction of
tax for a period of time or for cash grants that are not required to be
taken into account as taxable income. The authority could also be
exercised by determinations with respect to specific incentives in spe-
cific countries, including local and regional incentives. Incentives
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would include those l)rovided by law or regulations or individually
negotiated arrangements. The fact that there is a gOenrally low rate
of tax hi a country would not be considered by itself a tax incentive.
The rreasorv wodtld'have authority to exempt tax benefits determined
not to be, significant in aufiotffit or effect and to make determinations
prospective in appropriate cases, and would be prepared to rule on
the status of tax arrangements under which foreign investments are
made.
5. Treaty Eýrceptiongs

The legislation would preserve discretion in the Executive, sub-
.ect to Senate approval, to enter into bilateral income tax treaties
which would make these. rules inapplicable to specific incentives, in
order to promote investment in appropriate situations and with ap-
prnprinte safeguards.
6. Limitation on Tax Credit

Iiienine treated as dist-rilit(d under this provision would not be
entitled to be taken into account for the over-all foreign tax credit
computation, but. would be separately computated.
PROPOSAL WITH RESPECT TO CONTROLLED FOREIGN CORPORATIONS

EXPORTING TO THE UNITED STATES

1. Background
In addition to the problem of foreign "tax holidays" and similar

tax incentives designed to induce it'nted States investment abroad,
there are certain cases wfiere United States companies make foreign
investments with the specific purpose of producing for the United
States market. Such "runaway plants' are often established to take
advantage of significantly lower foreign corporate tax rates.

2. Basic Proposal
In addition to taxing shareholders on the future undistribtited

earnings of controlled foreign corporations taking advantage of a
tax holiday or other foreign tax incentive, United States shareholders
would bh taxed on the futiu'e undistribitted earnings of a controlled
foreign corporation where the corporation makes new or additional
foreign investment in the mnniftifacturing or processing of products
exported to the United States market, if the income from such invest-
mient is subject to foreign corporate tax significantly lower than in
the United States.
3. Detailed Description

A.z Taxation of United States Shareholders. New section 951 (a)
(1) (C) of the Code would provide that the United States sharehold-
er, I dp6lined in section 951(b), of a controlled foreign Corporiati(in
engaged in manufacturing or processing abroad be taxed currently on
thir: pro ratio share of the earnings of such corporation, even though
the corporation is not taking or has not taken advantage of a foreign
tax investment incentive," if:

(1) 25 percent or more of the corporation's gross receipts are
from the manuflctaire and sale of products destined for the United
States market, and
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(2) The effective rate of tax on the income of the controlled
foreign corporation is less than 80 percent of the United States
tax rate.

B. E.Titi•g Investment. This provision would not apply unless or
until investment, made after the effective date of this proposal exceeds
20 percent of the unadjusted basis of existing manufacturing and proc-
essing assets.

C. 'oreigin Blranohcs of Controlled Foreiyn Comporatiots. For pur-
poses of applying these rules, a branch of a foreign corporation located
outside of the country of incorporation will be treated as a separate
corl)oration.

D. Limitation or. Tax Credit. Income treated as distributed under
this provision would not he. entitled to be taken into account for the
over-all foreign tax credit eoinptitation, but would be separately
comp0utated.

E. Axrecption.s. The President would be given authority to exempt
companies in particular in(hdstries if he determines that it is in the
l)tl;!if interest to do So. 'Th'e legislation would preserve discretioji in
tlie Eixe'Iitive to enter into income tax treaties, subject to Senate ap-
)Iroval, which would make these rules inapplicable in specific sitfla-

tious, in order to promote investment in appropriate situations and
with appropriate safeguards.

RECOVERY OF FOREIGN LOSSES PROPOSAL

1. BRwokground
Under existing law, United States taxpayers may deduct losses

from foreign transactions for purposes of comPuting their taxable
income. Thus, the foreign losses reduce the U.S. tax on U.S. source
income. In addition, a United States taxpayer is allowed to credit
against his United States tax on foreign income an amount equal to
the U.S. tax imposed on the foreign income with respect to which the
foreign taxes were paid. In the alternative, the foreign taxes may be
deducted. If the taxpayer chooses to credit his foreign taxes the amount
creditable is limited to the U.S. tax imposed on the foreign income
with respect to which the foreign taxes were paid. The limitation may
be computed either separately for each country (the "per-country"
limitation), or on an over-all basis (the "over-all" limitation) under
which all foreign income taxes and foreign source income are
aggregated.

A taxpayer who is on the per-country limitation at the time a loss
from a foreign transaction is incurred does not have to reduce the
limitation for foreign taxes paid on foreign income from other coun-
tries as he would if he were on the over-all limitations. Thus, he gets
the full credit for other foreign taxes paid, plus the full deduction for
the foreign losses. When the foreign operations in the country. of loss
become profitable, taxes are often paid to such country withotit tak ig
into account the prior losses. The tax credit allowed by the United
States for such taxes may effectively eliminate any United States tax
on the earned income during the profitable period. The same result
occurs in the case of a taxpayer on the over-al l1 hitntiOts whoi has an
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over-all lo. - -n his foreign operations. In such cases the United States
bears the burden of the taxpayer's deducting large losses which greatly
reduce U.S. taxes, while the foreign country collects the taxes on the
operation once it becomes profitable with the U.S. tax eliminated by
the foreign tax credit.

It is also presently possible for taxpayers to incur large start-up
losses in the early years of an operation in a foreign country, and then
to incorporate the operation once it becomes profitable. In this case no
U.S. tax would be paid, even if the foreign country takes the prior
losses into account, unless the earnings were repatriated.
2. Basio Proposal

Modify the limitations on the foreign tax credit provided by section
904 to provide a special limitation for taxes of a foreign country which
are excessive because the foreign country has not permitted losses of
the enterprise to be offset against subsequent profits, and to provide
recapture of losses where the legal form or ownership of the enter-
prise changes.
3. Detailed Description

A. It is proposed that a new subparagraph (3) be added to section
904(a) of the Code to provide that if a taxpayer sustained a loss
(whether ordinary or capital) in a foreign country or possession of the
United State in a taxable year, then to the extent that the loss was
not taken into account in such year for l)purposes of coml)utin,,_ the
foreign tax credit limitations provided by section 904(a) (1) or (2),
then for purposes of comlputhig the limitation on the foreign tax
credit such loss would be taken into account in succeeding taxable
years as a reduction of the taxpayer's taxable income from sources
within such country or possession. The amoitnt of the reduction in any
one year is not to exceed 25 percent of the taxpayer's income from such
country or possession computed without regard to such reduction. The
amount of the losses not taken into account shall be carried forward
in the ten succeeding years until exhausted. Such a reduction will not
be made, however, to the extent that the loss has been allowed by the
foreign country where the loss was incurred and has thereby reduced
the amount of foreign tax paid.

Thus, if a taxpayer has elected the per-country limitation, and sus-
tains a loss for 19b3 in country X, the taxable income from sources
within such country for 1974. for pl~rposes of computing the limita-
tion on the amount of the foreign tax credit that may be taken, is to be
reduced by the amount of the 1973 loss but only to the extent that the
adjustment does not exceed 25 percent of the corporationt's taxable in-
come from X for 1974. Any excess would be carried over to subsequent
years. Likewise, a taxpayer who has elected the over-all limitation and
sustains an over-all loss on his foreign operations in 1973 would re-
duce his taxable income from sources without the U.S. in 1974 by the
amount of thlfit loss subject to the 25 percent of taxable income limiita-
tion. Detailed rules relating to the allocations of losses among years,
countries and classes of income would be provided in Treasury
regulations.
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B. In cases in which material income producing capital assets used
in the trade or business which gave rise to the losses are disposed of
before the prior losses have been fully taken into account, including
cases in which the enterprise is transferred to a corporation before the
losses have been fully taken into account, the losses not previously
taken into account would be included in the taxpayer's gross income
in the year of disposition of the property.

C. Section 904(ld) will be amended to provide that taxes not allowed
as a credit by reason of the application of new section 901 (a) (3) may
not be carried back or carried forward.

2S-364-74-3



DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY MEMORANDUM
FOR THE PRESS

(For .fmnediate Release-June 11, 1973)

Tie Treasury Department today issued the attached statement ex-
plaining in greater detail the tax chang,ý, relating to "foreign tax
haven manufacturing corporations" which the Department proposed
on April 30, 1973.

Foreign Tax Haven Manufacturing Corporations

The Treasury Department "Proposals for Tax Change" presented
to the Ways and Mteans Committee on April 30, 1973, contained pro-
posals with rest')et to "foreign tax haven mantifacturing corpora-
tions." The proposals were stated in broad terms and numerous
inquiries have been received concerning the application of those pro-
posals to particular situations. This further statement is intended to
respond more particularly to those inqtuiries.

Taxpayer testimony before the Ways and Means Committee ex-
presse( particular concern over the Treasilry's proposal that the statti-
tory( definition of a "tax holiday" be stated in broad standards, leaving
sutistantial discretion to the Treasury Department. This statement
outlines Treasury views as to how those and other standards might be
expressed in the draftingg of a statute. Where particttlar numerical1 tests
are employed, they are tests which appear reasonable on the basis of
facts presently known to the Treasury stair. The '1reasitry D)epartment
remains open to suggestions for tests which might better achieve the
objectives of the proposals and would support appropriate changes
of this nature in thle legislative deliberations.

The objective of the Treasury's proposals is to deal with those situa-
tions in which foreign tax systems provide tax inducements which are
so major that they cause Aimerican capital which would otherwise be
invested in the United States to be invested abroad-thus exporting
jobs and property. Most foreign investment does not fall in this cate-
gory, but is made in response to cost and market factors unrelated
to taxes. It is tie Treasury purpose to so fashion the proposals that
they would not apply to investment decisions made on the basis of
non-tax costs and market factors. Thus, the legislation would affect
only a minority of situations and would operate primarily as a deter-
rent and not as a revenue producing measure, Specific features of the
proposal should be evaluated in the light of that objective, and the
Treasury is amenable to such changes in the proposals as may serve
to further that objective. It is as important, in the Treasury view, to
exclude from the provisions those investments which are clearly made
for non-tax reasons as it is to include those investments which are made

(14)
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for tax reasons. However, in achieving these purposes, it remains nec-
essary that there be objective standards which may be administered
with a mininium of uncertainty and controversy.
A. Incentives Covered by Proposal

The following incentives would be considered as major tax induce-
ments to investment to'be covered by the l1ropos1il:

1. A'xemption from Income T'ax. An exeml)tion from income tax of
manufacturing and processing income for a. period of years from the
time the facility is placed in substantially full operation. A period
of more than a single year, perhaps three to five years from the time
operations begin, is appropriate, since very few companies
would miake a long term major investment decision based solely on
income taxes for a very short term period. In setting the period, ac-
count should also be taken of the fact that the first year or more of op-
eration is often, if not usually, a period of tax loss in which a tax hoii-
day is of no benefit. The period prescribed might, alternatively, be
measured from the time construction commenced (in which case a
longer period would be appropriate) or from the time the compl1any
commenced to show profits (in which case a shorter period would be
appropriate).

2. Rate Reduction or Partial lAemption. A reduction of the gener-
ally applicable corporate income tax rate of more than 30 percent for
manufacturing and processing income (including situations in which
the equivalent of such a rate reduction is achieved through "reinvest-
ment reserves." i.e., deductions allowed by some countries for profits
reinvested in the business).

3. Capital Cost Recovery Jncenth'es. Any Combination of deprecia-
tion, investment allowance, and investment credit which results in an
aggregate cost recovery which is substantially greater than the equiva-
lent U.S. cost recovery, that would result if such assets were eligible
for the investment credit and depreciation (other than buildings) were
coml)tited under AI)R rules. Such a rule might, for example, be ex-
l)ressed in terms of an aggregate cost recovery in the foreign country
Which is 50 percent greater than the maximunm equivalent U.S. cost re-
covery over some sp)ecified period, such as the first 30 percent of the
cost recovery period assumed for ADR purposes. Some taxpayers have
urged that depreciation deductions should be deleted from such a test
because they are a deduction to which the taxpayer is entitled at some
point. Ilowever, depreciation is included in the Treasury prol)osal on
the ground that extreme depreciation deductions can create the practi-
cal equivalent of a tax holiday.

4. Grants. Grants of cash or property would be treated as a cost re-
covery tax benefit, subject to paragraph 3. (To the extent that such
grants reduce basis they are comparable to depreciation allowances,
to the extent that they do not reduce basis they are comparable to an
investment credit.)
B. Incentives Not Covered by the Proposal

The following incentives would not be major tax inducements to be
covered by the proposal:

1. Exeinptiovs, Rate Reduction and Capital Cost Recovery Items.
Any such item which is not included under the tests described in sec-
tion A, above.
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Ž. Local Incentives. Income tax concessions, other than grants, by
any local, regional or similar governmental authority of a non-
national nature, where the income taxes at the local governmental level
under consideration, in the absence of a concession, would constitute
less than perhaps 20 to 30 percent of the combined local and national
income taxes otherwise applicable.

3. Public Faediltlis. Expenditures by a public body of a public or

public utility character, including improvements to water supplies,
sewers, roads, railway spurs, harbors and waterways and similar items.

4. Tam Concessions Other Than Income Taxes. Remission or other
concessions of property, transfer, excise, customs duties, and similar
taxes, by whatever authority imposed.
C. Treaty Exceptions.

1. Ge•teral Principles. Tax treaties would be used to exempt incen-
tives from the preceding rules on a bilateral ne,..otiated basis. In order
to avoid economic disruption during the period required to negotiate
treaty.exemptions, adjustment might be made in the effective date
provisions, as explained below. Any such treaty recognition of for-
eign tax incentives would be contingent upon the existence of satis-
factory bilateral tax, trade and economic relations with the foreign
country which would warrant the extension of an incentive to U.S.
investors.

The United States need not passively and unilaterally permit tax
incentives to be offered by any country and accepted by U.S. inves-
tors regardless of economic distortions that might-be Involved. In the
European Economic Community the member nations have, and con-
tinue to negotiate rules among themselves, based upon reciprocal bene-
fits and with appropriate safeguards, as to which incentives will be
permitted to affect investment decisions. By requiring that exceptions
be made by treaty, the United States can recognize appropriate ex-
ceptions to the general rule but still retain a strong bargaining posi-
tion with respect to the excessive practices of other countries.

The Congress can, if it deems it desirable, control the shape of those
treaty provisions by including standards for treaty exceptions in the
Internal Revenue Code.

2. Specific Exemptions. The Treasury Department view is that the
tax holiday rules and run-away plant rules should not be applied to
situations 'in which there is no reasonal)le possibility that United
States exports could replace the foreign maanjlfacturing' or processing
operation. These determinations are best made on a countr-y-by-
country basis, and not on a company-by-company basis. However, in
order to allow time for the negotiation of appropriate treaties, one
of the following alternatives might be provided in the statutory
provisions:

(a) The provisions would be effective immediately to determine
whether the investment constituted a tax holiday or riun-away plant
investment, but earnings froin affected corporations would not'be cur-
rently taxable to shareholders until an effective (late following the date
of' eniictment (e.g., 5 years after the enactment) at which time they
might, or might not, b; exempted by treaty, or, if they met the criteria
described below, by an executive order.

(b) Alternatively, the provisions would be effective immediately
except that the following categories of operations would be exempt
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f robin tile effective date for a period of five years, and new investments
of this type made thereafter would be exempt only if covered by
treaties or an executive order. Such possible exceptions would include:

1. Tie flow of raw materials, in crude or processed form, where
the country of origin and destination are both foreign countries.

2. Operations we ire facilities must be located abroad because:
(a) processing must. be done before raw materials can be econom-

ically transported,
(6) local law presently requires the foreign production or proc-

essing,
(c) excessive transportation costs would make it impracticable to

conduct the operations in the United States, or
(d) existing tariffs make processing outside the country of destina-

tion uneconomical.
D. Waiver, of Tax Joliday Benefits

A foreign subsidiary could avoid tax holiday status by waiving tax
benefits to the extent required to bring them outside the tests described
in section A above.
E. Quarantine of Tax Haven Provisions.

Where there is new investment which is a tax holiday or runaway
l)lant investment, the earnings from that investment can be quaran-
tined from the earnings of existing investments (so that earnings of
the latter will not be affected by the new rules). The Treasury pro-
posals contemffiplated that this would be done by using a separate cor-
poiration for the new investment., whether or not the separate corpora-
tion is a subsidiary of the existing forei n corporation. The reason for
requiring a sel)plrate corporation is to facilitate the segregation of
earnings.
F. Expansion of Existing Investments.

The 20 percent increased asset test. in the proposals is intended as
a mechanism to identify modernization and replacement of existing
facilities and to leave it free from the new rules, which would apply
only to expansion or wholly new investments. The "increase" in in-
vestment to be used under the test is the excess of the cost of new
assets over the cost (ile.. unadjusted basis) of assets retired. A number
of taxpayers have suggested that this test-or at least the 20 percent
number-"is too stringent and would in fact cover normal modrnii'za-
tion and replacement or expenditures, like those for pollution control,
which do not represent expansion. Consideration will be iven to sug-
gestions for alternative tests whielh might better meet t-he objective
that the proposal should apply only to significant expansion of exist-
ing activities.

STATEMENT OF HON. FREDERIC W. HICKMAN, ASSIST-
ANT SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY, BEFORE THE
HOUSE WAYS AND MEANS COMMITTEE, THURSDAY,
MAY 10, 1973

Mv testimony today concerns the relationships of ourt tax system
to inlternlfational trade policy. I will explain the Adminiiistraftion's lro-
posal:; for changes in the tax laws relating to ineomlle froim1 foreign
sottrees.
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Some would use our tax system as a tool to deter foreign invest-
ment. We. believe that would b)e a mistake. As Secretary Shultz stated
in his testimony yesterday, the evidence is that foreign investment
has made a positive contribution to our balance of payments, to our
exports and to jobs and prosperity at home.

IAdlmhustration's tax proposals rest, oH the convictin, stated
in the President's trade message. that "Our income taxes are, not the
cause of our trade l)roblemns and tax changes w'll not solve them."
The basic dislo'ations and distortions that exist with respect to in-
ternational trade and investment must be solved by hard bargainin'l
with other countries. The route to increased domestic investment foi
exports lies in realistic monetary exchange rates and in assuring fair
access to foreign markets for Pnited States nalde products. It does
not lie in inhibiting foreign investment by use of tie tax laws.

Ourt proposals for tax changes deal w•ith distortions created by
existing tax laws,'both domestic and foreign. What is wrong with thei
tax system we aim to remedy. But we do not propose to use our tax
laws to correct or to mask broader problems not caused by taxes.

The Present System-Basic Concepts

Under existing law, we impose. an income tax on individuals and
an income tax on corporations. Corporate earnings which are distrib-
utedl are taxed twice-once to the corporation when it earns them
and again to the shareholders when they receive them. We do not
purport to tax foreign citizens or foreign corporations except on in-
come earned in the United States.

'These general l)rinciples apply to U.S. investment at home and
abroad. Thus, we tax the worfd-wvide income of a corporation that is
incorporated in the United States, and we tax a foreign corporation
on income earned in the United States. But, we generally do not tax
a foreign corporation on income earned outside the United States,
whether- or not that corporation is controlled by United States owners.
However, when the income of such a corporation is distributed as a
dividendd to its shareholders, if those shareholders are United States
citizens, residents or corporations, we tax them on the dividends they
receive. In order to eliuiinate double taxation of the same income at
the corporate level, we give a tax credit to corporate shareholders for
foreign income taxes paid by the foreign corporation.

The result is that foreign subsidiaries compete in foreign markets
under the same tax burdens as their foreign competition. As a for-
eitn corporation operating abroad, it pays tax abroad and not in the
united States. However, at the stockholder level, the earnings are
subject, to U.S. tax under the general rules applicable to shareholders.
When income is repatriated from the subsidiary to the United States
shareholders it is taxed to the shareholders at regular U.S. tax rates,
subject to a credit for foreign income taxes. This credit cannot ex-
ceed the amount of tax due to thee United States on the foreign in-
come, so that it does not reduce tax liability on U.S. source income.

Effects of the Present System

Our present system of taxing foreign source income has on the whole
served us well. It miiiimnizes the intrusion of taxes into investment (deci-
sions. At present, a business can-and typically does-decide whether
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or not to invest in a particular foreign country on the basis of market
and business factors, knowing that it will be taxed in that country just
as its local competitors are taxed.

Thus, the present system has maximized the responsiveness of in-
vestment to the forces of a free market. By being competitive abroad,
American-owned foreign businesses have opened major new markets to

American companies and have promoted exporie, '1:osperity, and jobs
at ]Iome.

Table 1 indicates the contribution which American investment
abroad is making to our balance of payments problem. The income
flowing back to the United States from investments abroad is today
roughly twice as large as tie flow of new investment out. Foreign
investment makes a major contribution on the basis of repatriated
earnings alone, to say nothing of the indirect benefits which flow from
the opening of foreign markets to Americans.

Not too many years ago, foreign tax rates were substantially lower
than I.S. tax rates, and it was argued by some that those lesser tax rates
were a critical factor in many investment decisions to locate abroad.
Whatever the logical merits of that position, the facts have changed
very significantly in recent years. Tax rates in the major industrial
nations which are open to U.S. investment are now in roughly the
same range as U.S. tax rates. This is apparent from Table 2. In1 addi-
tion to the income tax rates indicated in Table 2, it is important to
keep in mind that the foreign governments listed collect additional
withholding taxes at. rates ranging Un to 3.5 percent on the payment of
dividends and interest flowing from foreign subsidiaries to U.S. share-
holders. Thus, in many cases, the combination of foreign income and
withholding taxes exceeds the rate at which a corporation's income
would be taxed in the United States. Under these circumstances, it is
apparent that comparative tax rates are of only marginal significance
in normal cases and major countries.

Table 3 illustrates still a further fact, that foreign subsidiaries repa-
triate about half of their foreign earnings and reinvest about half
abroad. Students of corporate activity know that corporations today
must. reinvest a substantial portion of their earnings if they are to stay
healthy and competitive. The pay out rate for foreign corporations
indicated in Table 3 is comparable to the dividend pay out ratio for
American industry generally. There may, of course. be' individual
cases in which companies reinvest abroad ýolely to avoid the additional
tax occasioned by repatriation. But, in the aggregate, the situation
seems to be a fundamentally healthy one in which normal percentages
of income are returned to tile United States and taxed here.

Tax Proposals of H.R. 62

II.R. 62 proposes two major changes in the existing tax system. It
would eliminate tile credit for taxes paid to foreign countries and it
would abolish the rule that shareholders are taxed on dividends oihly
when those dividends are paid to them. We have considered these pro-
posals at length and have concluded that they are undesirable because
they would destroy the neutrality of our tax system with resnect to
decisions to invest abroad. Let ine deal briefly with each of the two
proposals.
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1. Proposals to replace the foreign tax credit with a deduction for
foreign taxes.

No major nation taxes foreign source income in the manner or to
the extent contemplated in 1I.R. 62. Every major industrial nation
has devised some system for preventing double taxation of the same
income by itself and other nations. These unilateral rules have been
supplemented by international conventions for the avoidance of double
taxation. There are two methods generally employed to that end. One
method is simply to exempt from domestic tax income having its source
in some other nation. This is the method followed, for example, by
France. A second method is to tax foreign source income domestically
but to allow credit against domestic tax for foreign taxes paid on the
same income. This is the method followed by the United States.

Within countries there may be double taxation of the same income
at different political levels. For example, in our country both the states
and the federal government may tax the same income. Where that
occurs, the nation must work out internally the interrelations between
local and national taxes in order to arrive at a total level of tax which
is tolerable. As a practical matter, that kind of accommodation is
simply not possible between nations, as the levels of total tax in each
nation have become relatively high.

Let me illustrate the level of tax which would result if we were to
allow foreign taxes only as a deduction. If, for example, $100 of cor-
porate income pays $46 of corporate tax in England, a deduction for
that tax would leave the remaining $54 subject to tax at 48 percent in
the United States. The corporation would pay an additional $26 of
U.S. tax for a total of $72 tax on each $100 at corporate income. That
would be an effective tax rate of 72 percent. If the remaining $28 were
taxed when distributed to shareholders, at say 50 percent, the result
would be an effective tax rate on distributed corporate income of 86
percent. That is an unrealistic level of taxation. People simply will not
invest if the tax collector claims too large a share of the profits.

Thus, the primary reason why elimination of the foreign tax credit
is unrealistic is that it would, in fact, be nearly confiscatory.

2. Proposal to accelerate taxation of shareholders.
H.R. 62 would abandon the general rule that shareholders are taxed

on corporate income only when that income is received. The proposal
would accelerate the time at which shareholders are taxed on foreign
source income by disregarding the corporate entity and taxing such
income directly to the shareholders as earned. That is a fundamental
change in our system of corporate taxation and in rejecting it we were
influenced by the following considerations:

(1) There is no persuasive evidence that the present system distorts
investment decisions except in unusual cases. As previously noted the
income and withholding tax rates in the major industrial nations are
sufficiently close to U.S. rates that any differences would be unimmpor-
tant.

(2) Such a system would mean thlat American-controlled corpora-
tions operating abroad would in many instances be at a substantial dis-
advantage compared to their foreign competitors with respect to the
tax burden on profits retained in thebusiness.

(3) Where there is a disadvantage at the corporate level, only
American-controlled comfipnnies would be subject to it and there would
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bei a substantial inentive, if not, a necessity, for Americans to divest
themselves of control. That would e 'tail a" sustantial loss in Amen-
can investment values and a substantial decrease in the ability of
American firms to manage their foreign investmefits. We do noL be-
lieve that to be desirable.

(4) The revenue gain to the Treasury from accelerating the, taxation
of shareholders would he minor in comparison to the depressing effect
on U.S. economick activity' abroad. We estimate that the acceleration ofthe tax on shareholders would produce about $300 million of addi-

tionnl revenue to the United States. One of the chief effects of such a
proposal would be simply to increase the amount of tax which corpo-
rations pay to foreign governments. Let me illustrate why that is so by
assuming a corporation which earns $100 and is subject to a 40 percent
income, tax rate in country X. The company knows that when it ulti-
mately repatriates its earnings there will be an additional 10 percent
withlholdilig tax due to country X. If taxation of tile U.S. corporate
shareholders were accelerated and they were required to pay $18 of
tax to the United States, it would make sense for the foreign subsid-
liry to declare a dividend of the $60 which remains net after taxes in
country X and to pay a $6 withholding tax to country X on that
amo11nt. it would then have paid a total of $46 tax to country X, all
of which would he creditable against the $48 of tax owing to the
United States. It, would thus satisfy its potential withholding tax
liability to country X without increasing its total tax. The net result
is that the company's tax has increase(] from $40 to $.".48, but, of that
$8 increase. only $2 goes to the U.S. 'l'reasury and the remainiing $6
goes to the treasury of country X. The results would be different where
fhie, rates are different from those assumed, but the point is that, a sub-
stantial amount of additional tax would go to foreign governments.

For all these reasons, we believe it desirable to stay with the general
rule that, corporate earnings are taxed to shareholders only when
received.

1961-1962 Congressional Review of Foreign Source Income

These issues are not new. In 1961 and 1962, Congress reviewed in
depth U.S. tax policy with respect, to the taxation of foreign income
and concluded that it, was generally appropriate to tax the earnings
of United States controlled foreign' corporations when those earnings
are distributed to U.S. shareholders. i.e., to continue to apply the same
rules that we apply to shareholders of U.S. corporations. This Com-
mittee rejected a general proposal to tax the undistrihuted income of
foreign corporati(ns to their U.S. shareholders. The Report of the
Cominittee on Ways and Means on the Rtevenlue Act. of 1962 stated
that:

"Testimoly in hearings before your committee suggested that
the location'of investments in these countries is an inWportant
factor in stiiiitaiting American exports to the same areas. More-
over, it, ap)pearedl tlat, to impose the U.S. tax Currently on the
U.S. shareholders of American-owned businesses operttiihig
al)road would place such firms at a disadvantage Avith other fii'ms
locatedl inl the same areas ,not subject to U.S. tax." (H-.R. Rept.
N~o. 1447., 87th Coli~gress, 2d Session 57-8 (1962).)

2N :164 364--7-. I
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I owe'er, Convress reepgnized ini 1962--and the Administration's
I)'Oposalls recognize IIow--that changes in our tax structure should
m made where the tax rules themselves create inequities or artificial

distortions in investment decisions. Thus, in, 1962 the Congress pro-
videdl a special rule for foreign source Income 6f holding companies
and c(rta f•l selling and Service subsidiaries operating in foreign "tttx
havens," and in tllat, limited situation accelerated tie time at which
1.8. shareholders were taxed on that income. Also in 1962, the law
was changed to ensure that untaxed and undistriblted profits of a
controlled foreign corporation, whether or not. operating in a tax
haven, would not escape ordinary income tax as a result of a sale
liquidation of the foreign corporation.

The Administration's Proposals

We have thu,•,e proposals for legislative chianige. They are advanced
in the belief that, our sstem is fair in its genel-A application, but that
in certain limited situations we need changes in our tax system to
neutralize distortions in investment decisions and revenue collections
caused by certain features of some foreign tax systems.

TAX HOLIDAYS

There has been an increasing tendency for both developed and de-
velop)ing countries to provide "holidays" from their Income taxes in
order to attract investment in manuifacturing. This can mean that no
income tax, or very little tax, is paid with respect. to the earnings of
ecit aiin foreih..n corporate ions until lhe income is (list riblted as a div-
idehnd. This l•ind of (lelil)erate and wholesale tax eirticemente does
often control investment decisions. We believe that is a tax distortion
and that it shotild be, neutralized.

We are requesting amendment of the tax laws so that earnings from
new or additional U.S. investments in manufacturing or processing
facilities which take advantage of such tax incentives will be taxed
to the U.S. shareholders at the time they are earned. Where such an
incentive is availed of, the, income of the foreign corporation will be
taxed currently thereafter, regardless of whether the incentive is in
elect for a subsequent year, unless the corporation ceases to be engaged
in mnanilfacturing or processing operations. 'We are prepared in ap-
plropl'iate circumstances. to enter into tax treaties with other countries,
subject to Senate approval, to recognize ii,•eitives ui(lc1" appropriate
safeguards.

In order to give the Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate broad
authority to define by rules or regulations t.h t general categories of
forei gtax im'estment incentives subject to the rule and to determine
whetIier specific practices or benefits constitute such an investment
incenitive, the proposal will defiiie a foreign tax investuiemt incentive
in broad terms. It will include any income tax related benefit, how-
ever effected, which is intended to encourage or has the effect of en-
c(ouraging investment in the foreign couiitry which provides the ben-
efit, a1n1d whether or not granted to nationals as well as foreigners.
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Such a benefit may be provided by law regulation, or individually
negotiated arrangements. However, the Lact that there is a generally
low rate of tax in a country will not be considered by itself a tax
incentive. It is intended that only major tax concessions would be
affected. Examples of benefits or i)ractices of the type which consti-tute investment incentives include tax holidays (which are partial or
complete exemptions from tax for a period of time) ; deductions for
reinvestment reserves: certain grants; and certain depreciation rules
bearing no relationship to useful life.

RUNAWAY PLANTS

We also believe that the United States has a legitimate interest in
taxing currently the income, of a corporation that has moved abroad
(o take advantage of lower tax rates to manufacture goods destined
for the United States. To accomfiplish this we propose, in addition to
the tax holiday rule, that. where a U.S. owned foreign corporation
has more than §5 percent of its receipts from the manihnfacture of goods
destined for the United States and is subject to a significantly lower
tax rate, the income of such corporation will be taxed currently to the
U.S. slharholders. A foreign tax will be deemed significantly lower
where the foreign effective tax rate is less than 80 percent of the
United States statutory corporate tax rate. The tests as to the per-
centago of exports to the United States and the effective foreign tax
rates will be applied annually.

APPLICATION OF TAX HOLIDAY AND RUNAWAY PLANT RULES

Our proposal for tax holidays and runaway plants will add a new
section to the Internal Reveute Code providing that a U.S. share-
holder (i.e., a shareholder who is a U.S. person owning 10 percent or
more of the stock) of a controlled foreign corporation will be treated
as having received his pro rata share of the corporation's earnings
and profits for a taxable year if the corporation is one that receives
a tax holiday or a similar tax investment incentive or is a runaway
plant. A controlled foreign corporation is one having more than 50O
percent of its conibined voting power owned by U.S. shareholders.
The tax holiday and runaway plant rules would b6e in addition to those
added by the Congress in 1962 in its tax haven legislation, and the
mechanism for taxing the shareholders would be comparable, blit
without certain escape clauses that were provided in the 1962
legislation.

A corporation will b)e regarded as engaged in manutfactiliring or
processing operations if the miadjuisted basis of the tangible property
and real property used in its manifactutring or processing operations
exceeds 10 l)ermceit of the unadjilsted basis of all tangible property and
real property of the corporation. Corporations engaged in other biosi-
nes-1ses. such as minihg, would be uniAffeeted. Tile provisions will apply
to any new investment or additional investment, in existing jnalllfat-
turing or processing operations after April 9. 1973. In the case of ad-
ditionAl 'investment or replaeotfient of existing investment, a tranii-
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tional rule is proposed so that these provisions will lint be ,1pplicable
until the increased investment exceeds 00 percent of the investment on
April 9. 19173.

FOREIGN -ISSUES

We have also proposed that where U.S. tal xlayets have used foreign
losses to offset other income taxable by the UnTited States and those
foreign losses are not taken into account by the foreign jurisdictions
in later years. then the United States will in effect, recapture those
losses by a reduction of the foreign tax credit or an inclusion in the
.,ross income of the taxpayer in later years. T his proposal modifies the
present system under which the United States hears the cost during
(he loss years. but receives none of the revenue during the profitable
years. TIi these circumstances, we wish to be certain of our fair share
of the taxt'tivenues.

The reduction in the tax credit wonld apply where the taxpayer it-
self continues to operate abroad in profitalhie years. However, Since
initial losses are frequently anticipated. one ta'x planning technique
has been to operate in a branch form to deduct losses against U.S. in-
come during,.r the start-up period followed by ineorporliltion of the for-
t'ign bralinh as a foreign subsidiary at or near the time the operation
Becomes profitable. In order to prevent this maneuver, the legislation
l)roposes the recapture of losses by taking the previous losses-into in-
,.onte upon the incorporation of a'branch or comparilble change in its
tax status.

T'ABLE I.-U.S direct foreign 'inrestment: balance of payments flows,
1970 and 1971
[In millions of dollars]

1970 1161

Net capital Income Net capital Income
outflow inflow ' outflow inflow I

All arcas ----------------------------- S4. .100 $7, 920 $1, 765 $9, 455

Developing coutltries 2--------------1. 162 3, 784 1,940 4, 743
Developed cot-u--les 3, 23S 4, 136 2), b24 4, 713

Canada ---------------------------- 908 1,301 226 1,397
Europe ----------------------------- 1,914 2, 200 2,083 2, 595

European Economic Conmhuity -_. 994 1,198 1, 305 1,392
All other Europe ---------------- 920 1,002 778 1, 203

Western Hlemisphere ----------------- 568 1, 375 608 1,460
Other areas ------------------------- 1. 010 3, 0315 1,788 4, 004

1 Includes after-tax branch profl's plus dividends, Interest, royalties, fees, and flhn rentals net of foreign
withholding taxes..

I Includes unallocate,! international direct Investment.

Source: Office of the Secretary of the Treasury, Ofklee of Tax Analysis and U.S. l)epartlment of Commerce,
Survey of Current Business, November 1972.
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'1'AnilF 2.-Slatbdory (1972) tax rates for selected couidries
Statutory corporate Withholdhl rates

Income tax rate on dividends

Canada ------------------------------------ 250 1 5
Mexico ---------------------------------------. 42 15
Panam a ------------------------------------ 450 8
Argentina ---------------------------------- 33 12
B razil -------------------------------------- 6 30/5 20
Venezluek ---------------------------------- 6 50/60 15
Belgium ------------------------------------- T35/10 15
France ------------------------------------- 50 5
G erm any ----------------------------------- s51/15 15
Ttalh -_ ---------------------------------- -43 5

-eth-rlands .....-. -.............. 48
Sw eden -------------------------------------- 40 15
Sw itzerland --------------------------------- 10 29 5United Kingdom -.................. 40/38$. 75 15-1

United in.dt- ------------------------- "4/.751
lelelIlic of Stoutl, Afriea --------------------- 12 43/25 15
alan------------------------------- -----. 36. 75/26 10

m11)h)ines ----------------------------------- " 35 :15
Auwzralia ----------------------------------- 47. 5 15

I Where a rediue,! rate of withiholding is applied for parent-subsidiary dividends, that rate is shown.
121 percent of ist $35.000. atid .50 percent of the excess.
3 Progressive rate structure of S to 42 perenlt.
4 Corporations are taxed artwordihg Ito a progreNsive rate structulre with bracket progression. The highest

percent oil the excess is .50 percent.
3 30 percent of taxable income and 5 percent oil distributed profits ofotlher t(1ha service corporations.
6 Progr.,ssive rate itrcture uith a maxiInuin rate of so percent of Income over 28,000,000 bolivares. Corpora-

lions engaged hII oil aidnd ning activity are subject to a rate of 60 percent on gross increments.
130 percent for distributed income with a floating rate on undistributed Income; maxima n is 35 percent omi

excess over B.F.5,Oti0,000. 10 pejient surcharge on basic rate.
I Tax on undistributed profitsfdistributed profits. Distributed profits also bear substantial local taxes.
Companies in Italy are subject to both the Income tax, at rates varying from 18 to 25 percent, and to the

company tax of 18 percent.
I' , federal tax is a maximum of 7.2 percent; however. the cantons assess a progressive corporation tax. The

maximum rate is 29.78 percent Including Federal slid communal rates.
11A corporate tax of 40 iprcent is levied on all corporate profits and a 38/-percent tax is applied on distrib-

uted profits.
1! The normal tax on coii)imieslis•43]l)ercent.Tiiere'is'a'25-percent tax on undistributed profits. Mining

income Is taxed at 40 percent except for diamond mining (45 percent) and gold mining (special formula).
1 Undistribiuted profits are taxed at a maximum rate of 30,j percent. Distributed profits are taxed at a

maximnin rate of "6 percent.
it Corporate tax is 25 percent of Ist 100,000 pesos and 35 percent of the excess.
Source: Office of the Secretary of the Treasury, Oflle of Tax Analysis.

'l',r LE 3.-Payojjt ratios of earnings of O.S. subsidiaries abroad

[Dollar amounts in millions]

Developed
countries Other areas All areas

19070 11971 1970 111.71 1970 ' 1971

1. All industries:
(a) D)ividends paid ------- $2, 247
(b) Foreign withholding

taxes -------------- 28
(c) Dividends received-...- -, 949
(d) Reinvested earnlngs.__ 2, 075

$2, 472 $1,144 $1,510 $3, 391

319
2, 153
2, 375

118
1, 026

874

129 416
1,381 2, 975

741 2,948

(c) Total earnings- 4, 322 4, 847 2, 018 2, 251 6, 339 7, 098

(f) Payout ratio ((a) as
lreent of (d)) 52 51 57 67 53 56

See footnotes at end of table.

$3, 982

448
3, 534
3, 116
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TABII 3.-•l'•aollf '0110o8 of eutdflgs of U.S. ubf•lsd.8lhlisab road--Conti ittiod"*

LDollar amounts In millions]

Developed
countries Other areas All areas

1070 1 1071 1970 1 1971 1070 1 1971

II. Manufacturing:
(a) Dividends paid- $1,499 $1,584 $209 $294 $1,799 $1,87R
(b). Foreign withholding '

taxes -------------- 200 214 51 53 257 267
(c) Dividends received-.... 1,293 1, 370 248 241 1, 542 1, 611
(d) Reinvested earnings•-- 1, 252 1,508 282 277 1,534 1, 7S5

(e) Total earning•- 2, 751 3, 092 581 571 3, 333 3, 063

(f) Payout ratio ((a) as
percent of (d)) 54 51 51 51 54 51

I Preliminary.
Note: Data exclude Interest earnings as well as royalties and fems.
Source: Department of Commerce, Survey of Current Business.

TESTIMONY BY THE HONORABLE GEORGE P. SHULTZ,
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY, BEFORE THE HOUSE
WAYS AND MEANS COMMITTEE, FEBRUARY 4, 1974

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:
I am pleased to be with you this morning to discuss the fiscal effects

of the energy problem and the Administration's tax proposals which
deal with aspects of this situation.

The proposals I will discuss today have several purposes. Thi first
proposal is for an Emergency Windfall Profits 'fax. It is designd to
recover excessive profits from oil proditcers. The next group of pro-
posals were among those I presented to your Conifimttee last April.
They affect incentives for the. dOmestic production of oil and gas and
include the proposals for a Minimum Taxable Income, for a Limita-
tion. on Artificial Accounting ILosses and for an Exploratory Drilling
Credit,.

The remaining proposals are designed to eliminate several wnde-
sirable tax rules which now exist in connection with foreign oil and
gas operations. Eliminifioin of those rules would inake foreign invest-
ment in oil somewhat less desirable than it now is. We believe these
proposals relating to foreign operations to be iml)ortaith'in the overall
picture, but, they are directed at limited situations and should not. he
confused with the broader effort to recover excessive profits.

Before I commence thhitt detailed discussion, let. me give you a brief
overview of the problem.

TilE OvERvIEW

Pri6r to the Arab bloc embargo. the United States demand for oil
had increased to an amumal rate of about. 17 mnilli0oi barrels of oil per
(lay. onlv 11 million of which were produced here. Our domestic oil
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output and capacity stabilized at, about i1 million barrels per day
around 1970. In fact, the current rate of exploration and development
of new domestic reserves is barely sufficient to cover the natural de-
cline in. productivity4• from existing oil fields. This situation is attribut-
able to a. number of interrelated factors, including:

Government regulation of natural gas prices at artificially low
levels since around 1960. Low gas prices obvioUsly reditce the potential
profilbility of the gas discovery, effort. Since most gas is "associated"
with oil, whatever makes gas discovery less profitable makes the dis-
covery of both oil and gas less profitable.

Rising costs of discovering additional on-shore reserves. After a
century of intensive discovery effort, the remaining on-shore pros-
pects are less attractive than off-shore prospects. Vi'e best on-shore.
prospects today are wells much deeper than most. now in operation and
they involve mnuchli higher discovery costs.

Delays in drilling Outer Continental Shelf prospects. Although
costly to drill, these prospects should yield large oil and gas capacities.
The delays have been due in large part, to government leasing policies
and concerns with environmental questions.

Delays in the outphlt from Alaskan and off-shore California fields.
These fields should yield large oil and gas reserves but their produc-
tion has also been (lelayed due to government leasing policies and
concerns with environmental questions.

Governilmet regulation of domestic cride oil prices. Crude oil
prices were frozen at August 1971 levels until Jantiary 1973 when
small price increases were allowed. "New oil" prices were freed after
two ,cars of controls in August of 1973, but "old oil" prices are still
controlled. The presence of price controls discouraged additional in-
vestment which could have increased productive capacity.

To satisfy our increasing energy demands in the face of the restric-
tions on domestic supplies resulting from the above factors, we turned
increasingly to imports.

But under the mandatory import program that had been in effect
since 1959, quotas existed which significantly limited imports of oil
and refinery products. As demand grew but domestic 1)rodtiction held
steady after 1970, import quotas were increased, but not at a. rate
whic• kept up with increases in demand. Investment in additional
refinery capacity in this country tilis became unattractive because of
the, uncertainty that sufficient supplies of crude oil-either domestic
or iimported-would be available for refining. Accordingly, many U.S.
companies built refineries offshore anI' most of the increase in U.S.
imports took the form of refined prodlicts such as middle distillate
fuels afiid,"particulaily, healing oils.

By the beginning of 1973, these domestic circimnstances--cotroll&l
prices of oil and gas, rising discovery costs, delays in exploration and
production for environmental and other reasons and a growing reli-
ance, on imports to satisfy increasing demandfis-converged with a
growing foreign demfind for oil stimitlatod by world-wide economic
bo(Mi conditions. The result: world oil prices began to advance frdfil
their historical levels. And, when the dollar was devalued for the see-
ond time in Februiary 1973, the dollar price of oil in world markets
began to rise higher.
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The continued high level of demand for oil through the first nine
niontlis of 1973 quickly brought foreign production to mnaIxiMlllml
short-run capacity, further increased world oil prices, and set the
stage for the world crisis precipitated by the embargo invoked by
Arab bloc producers in October 1973, and flthe consequent skyrocketing
of oil prices.

Most of the profits produced by tlesge very major increases in tile
price of imported crude oil have gone to the foreign governments that
own or control the oil, in the form of higher taxes or royalties. How-
ever, a signifleant part of the increasedl profits from this source has
gone to United States companies and individuals in the business of
pýroducing and shipping this oil, primarily as a result of sales in for-
eign countries and, to a lesser degree, as a result of sales to United
States consuffiers.

Through the Federal Energy Office, the Admiuistration has re-
quested sacrifices in oil use from" all citizens so that, as little as possible
d isruiLtion to our lives and our economy will result from the oil sup-
ply disruption. The Adiiiitiistration believes that it wotld be unfair
for' United States producers to be. advantaged while their fellow Citi-
zens are making sacrifices required, by retailing excessive profits from
the abnormally high prices caused by the shortage.

Increased profits from hilt~rprqces to oil onWlims MVhiNI occurred
in 1973 are reflected in Tab Ie 1, which compares repoi'ted profits and
rates of return on equity for the years 1969-19"2 and the nine-month
period ended September 30, 1973, for N2 of the largest Urnited States
oil companies. It is importalit to keep in mind tljht increased profits
are not. necessarily "excessive" profits.



TABLE 1.-NET INCOME AFTER TAX AND THE RATE OF RETURN ON EQUITY OF SELECTED OIL COMPANIES (1963-73)

[in millions of dollars

1973 1972 1971 1970 1969 1968

Net Percent
income return t

Net Percent
income return

Net Percent
income return

Net Percent
income return

Net Percent
income return

Net Percent
income return

Total ........................... 9,087.3 15.1 5,951.7

Amerada Hess Corp.2 .................. 151.8 23.5 46.2
Ashland Oil Corp ...................... 98.3 17.3 68.0
Atlantic Richfield Co ................... 270.2 8.9 192.5
Cities Service Co ...................... 135.6 9.8 99.1
Clark Oi1 & Refining Corp ............... 30.5 29.9 8.3
Continental Oil Co ..................... 242. 7 14.0 170.2
Exxon Corp --------------------------- 2.440.0 18.5 1,531.8
Getty Oil Co .......................... 135.0 8.8 76.1
Gulf Oil Corp.2 ........................ 760.0 14.0 447.0
Korr-McGee Corp.- -------------------- 58.8 10.8 50.6
Marathon Oil Co ...................... 129.4 15.2 79.8
Mobil Oil Corp ------------------------ 842.8 15.7 574.2
Murphy Oil Corp ...................... 53.6 24.4 14.3
Phillips Petroleum Co .......-........... 230.4 12.1 148. 4
Shell Oil Co .......................... 332.7 10.9 260.5
Skolly Oil Co......................... 44.0 7.5 37.6
Standard Oil (California)............... 843.6 14.4 547.1
Standard Oil Co. (Indiana) ............. 511.2 12.4 374.7
Standard Oil Co. (Ohio) ................ 74.1 6.6 59.7
Sun Oil Co ............................ 230.0 12.3 154.7
Texaco I nc ........................... 1.292.4 25.0 889.0
Union Oil of California ................. 130.2 10.6 121.9

See footnotes at end of table.

9.7 6,007.3 10.2 5,556.7

8.3
13.5
6.5
6.9
9.8

10.4
12. b
5.2
8.3

10.1
10.2
10.9
7.6
8.1
8.9
6.8

10.5
10.0
5.6
8.8

12.4
7.6

133.3
40.5

210.5
104. 5

3.6
140.1

1,516.6
120.1
561.0
40.7
88.7

540.8
II.I

132.3
244. 5
38.3

511. 1
340.6

b8. 8
151.6
903.9
114.7

24.0
8.8
7.3
7.7
4.7
9.1

13.1
8.5

10.2
10.8
11.7
10.9
6.2
7.6
8.7
7.0

10.4
9.6
5.7
8.9

13.4
7.4

114.0
52.0

209.5
118.6
10.8

160.3
1.309.5

103.2
550.0

35.9
86.5

482.7
9.3

132.3
237.2
36.1

454.8
314.0

64.4
139.1
822.0
114.5

10.4 5,549.9

25.7 86.5
11.7 56.9
7.5 230.1
8.9 127.2

14.0 13.0
10.7 146.4
12.0 1,242.6
7.8 105.8

10.4 610.6
10.3 33.6
11.8 89.4
10.4 456.5
6.5 6.2
7.8 127.8
8.6 291.2
7.0 38.4
9.8 453.8
9.3 321.0
6.3 51.9
8.4 152.3

13.1 769.8
7.6 138.9

10.9 5,539.4 11.8

23.7 89.8 19.8
13.3 53.6 14.6
8.5 105.8 7.8

10.0 121.3 9.9
18.7 12.1 20.4
9.8 150.0 10.6

12. ' 1,276.7 13.0
8.3 98.3 8.3

12.1 626.6 13.2
10.3 36.4 12.0
12.1 83.3 12.7
10.4 430.7 10.3
4.5 7.3 5.4
7.7 129.9 8.0

10.9 312.1 12.3
7.7 40.3 8.5

10.3 451.8 10.7
10.0 309.5 10.1
5.3 70.1 13.0
9.4 164.4 10.9

13.1 819.6 14.5
9.5 149.8 10.9

Company



TABLE 1.-NET INCOME AFTER TAX AND THE RATE OF RETURN ON EQUITY OF SELECTED OIL COMPANIES (1963-73>-Continued

1967 1966 1965 1964 1963

Net Percent Net Percent Net Percent Net Percent Net Percent
Company income return income return income return income return income return

Total ...................................................

Amerada Hess Corp.' ..........................................
Ashland Oil Corp ..............................................
Atlantic Ricfield Co ............................................
Cities Service Co ..............................................
Clark Oil & Refining Corp .......................................
Continental Oil Co .............................................
Exxon Corp ...........................................
Getty Oil Co ..................................................
Gulf Oil Corp.2 .................................................
Kerr-McGee Corps .............................................
Marathon Oil Co ...............................................
Mobil Oil Corp ....................................
Murphy 0il Corp ...................................
Phillips Petroleum Co ..........................................
Shell Oil Co ...................................................
ShPelly Qtl, Co ..................................................
91anar•J Oil (•.tJaorn;aý ......................................• .S•aGt% '•, Qk%, Co. ------------------------------------........

Sisrnta £IN t --(---)......................................
Sun Oil Co ....................................................
Texaco Inc ...................................................
Uniotnt oil of Catifor•ia .........................................

5,175.6 12.0 4,701.9

76.8
48.4

130.0
127.8

11.5
136.1

1,155.0
118.2
568.3
32.1
73.9

385.4
8.2

164.02RA. 9
4Z. 0

109. £

156.2
754.4
145.0

22.2
15.5
10.2
10.9
23.4
10.1
12.3
10.5
12.9
11.5
12.3
9.8
6.2

11.0
13.8
9.3

10.39.6

15.2
14.8
11.2

73.1
45.0

113.5
120.1

9.6
115.6

1,090.1
92.3

540.8
33.0
68.8

356.1
8.4

138.4
255.2
37.0

101.2
255.9g

100.6
692.1
134.2

11.7 4.203.7

22.6 63.4
17.6 35.8
9.4 90.1

11.0 100.6
24.2 8.7
10.3 96.2
12.1 1,021.4
9.0 57.7

12.3 427.2
12.9 25.1
12.3 60.1
9.5 320.1
7.6 6.4

10.3 127.7
13.4 234. 0
8.8 34.0io.g 3•1.2
90.1 2191.3S. L Zts. a

10.8 85.5
15.0 636.7
11.2 11Z.6

11.2 3.846.9

22.2
15.5
8.1

10.2
27.8
10.2
11.9
6.9

11.2
14.6
11.3
9.1
6.1
9.913.4

8.8

a. t17.3'
£0. L
14.9
10.4

59.4
23.7.
47.1-
84.5
2.1

100.1
1.050.6

43.0
395.1
20.7
60.4

294.2
4.3

115.0
198.2
Z5. 7

L94. 9

68.5
577.4
92.9

10.8 3.579.7

23.0
14.0
7.3
9.1
8.9

11.1
12.6
5.6

11.0
14.7
11.8
8.8
4.9
9.3

12.3
7. L

7.5

8.8
14.6
14.7

52.4
18.1
44.0
77.5
1.5

87.4
1.019.5

43.0
371.4

18.8
43.1

271.9
4.8

108. 1
179.9
Z4.Z

312.1
1'3. 1

547.6
55.Z

Equity as ot Sept. 30. 1973.
2 Full years income estimated on the basis of income reported for the 1st 9 months of 1973.

Source: Standard and Pours" industrial Survey. Moody's industrial Manual. quarterly financial
statements filed with the Security Exchange Commission (10 Q forms).

11.0

22.7
11.7
7.0
8.6
6.8

10.5
12.8
6.1

10.9
15.8
10.2
8.6
5.7
8.9

12.0
7.0

7.3
11A
8.4

15.6
9.9
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Our 1)relhnifary investigation indicntes that the 1.97:1) pofit in-
creases are )rrinarlly attricutnhle to foreign inventory plrofits from
skyrocketing prices, increased profits from increases in foreign prod-

uct prices and elliciences in foreign refinery and other operations un-
reOlated to the prices paid by United States consumers. A number of
the coillpamt'es nave pointed out that the higher 1973 profits must be
interpreted in the light of the lower than normal profits realized in
1972 and the several years immediately prior.

Whatever conclusliois may be drawn from the 1973 figures, if the
shortage in 1974 produces even higher prices for oil, that fact will
muase increased profits to major oil companies from domestic oil sales.
The estimated amount of increase attributable to this single element
may l)e seen from Table 2.

TABLE 2

Annaut profit after income tax
(billions)

Average price per barrel of crude I Increase, Total

1973 ...................................................................................... a $9.0
1974:

$6.50 .................................................................. $1.7 10.2
$8.00 ............................................................... 3.4 12.49.00 ..................................... 4.5 13.51i.00 . ........00.................................................5.6 14.6

I The estimated average price for domestic crude oil as of Jan. 1, 1974, Is $5.25 in the case of old oll and $9.50 In the
case of new oil.
I The increased net Incomes shown for 1974 relate only ta domestic crude oil production.
3 Estimated 1973 net Income after taxes from table 1.

While the Administration believes oil owners should not be permit-
ted excessive profits at the expense of their fellow Americans, let us be
clear that United States oil prices must adjust. upward if higher cost
inethods of extracting oil are to be used to satisfy our demands. Higher
costs of prodtiuing oil will mean higher )ices for oil. Producers will
not, produce unless prices cover their costs. And government pr6duc-
tion would be no solution. for a government producer would have the
same costs or. if les efficient, greater costs. However, short run price
increases for oil above thle level necessary to call forth the supplies we
need give rise to windfall profits. Those windfalls may be taxed very
heavily to the pmroducers of oil without impeding the desired free mar-
ket. processes and without imposing additional costs on consumers.

The Windfall Profits Tax is designed:
First, to tax very heavily windfall profits to owners of oil.
Second. to avoid interference with the legitimate profit expectations

which will be required to meet our demands and make us independent
of for'eian supplies, and

Third. to avoid any tax-generated price increases for consumers.

E:CON,,MICt BAC.KGROUND

The ability of oil producers to increase the production of oil dur-
ing the next" two or three years is considered by experts to bp quite
limited. Prospects have to he found, geological and geophysical work
has to he done. well- have to he drilled. pipplifls have to Ie built and
refinerie.s may have to be expanded or btlilt. Therefore, price increases
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(10 not have the effect, of stimulating nearly immediate Supply il-
creases as is tile ease with some other products, such as foodstuffs.

The, expert consensus is that only a small aiihiti of additloitnl "il
from domestic sources caln be expected in the next 6 to 18 months.
There are marginal wells which were previously capped and which
might be econoniwally produced now at. the increased pricee, available
for oil. but this supp dy source is not major in the overall context.
Within 18 to 24 months oil could begin to be econonieally produced at
current increased price levels by secondary and tertarv recovery
methods. Over a. three to five year period, signiflant additional pro-
duetion at, current increased price levels could probably be obtained
from new domestic prospects. And after three to four years, the
Alaska pipeline should be completed.

In contrast. to the short run, then, over a period of about three to five
years. it. is reasonable to ePlxpet that oil supplies can be increased
signfificantly. Historically, the amount of the increase ill supplies of oil
has been at least 1 percent for every 1 percent increase in the price of
oil.

Tabile 3 shows the relati6oiship between price inlreases and supply
increases for the years 1936 to 1972.

Over each of the two five-year periods from 1953-1958 and 1963-
1968. a, price increase of 9 percent. was followed by a pro(Wlletive ca-
pacity increase of 35 percent. and an actual production increase of 17
percent. Additionally, available econometric studies indicate thnt oil
supplies will be increased by at. least. 50 percent as a result of a 50 per-
cent. price increase, given siuflieient time. Based upon these data, it is
reasonable to assume that after ab6ot, three to five years. and allowing
for some inflation, if the, price of oil increases by about 50 percent
from mid-1973 levels, to around $7 per barrel, sufficient domestic oil
supplies should flow to satisfy about 85-90 percent. of otir demands.
Accordingly,. we have for planniiig purposes estimated that the "long-
term supply price" is abort $7 per barrel. Bui that $7 pler barrel figure
is an estnimte l Ad the ultimate figure may be somewhat more or some-
what less.

Therefore. a tax which bites hard on immediate price increases
should not. interfere with the production of needed oil supplies if it
gradually phases out, so that after three years there will be no tax on
oil prices at around $7 or less per barrel.

TA.XTNG THE WINDFALLT, PROI"T

A windfall profit is one resulting from a change in price caused by
a circumstance which is accidental and trmansitory, such as a temfpor-
ary shortafre of a product because of a strike or. inl this ease, the cartel-
embargo of foreign governments. It is difficult to separate ordinary
market prices from prices which permit windfall profits in this con-
text. The price of "new" oil produced in the U.S. rose from about $4
to inor., thi $9, between MIay and December 31. 1973. because of our
demnnds for that oil. This is a very majorI price increase and some
price increase was necessary to call forth the needed additiois to our
domestic supplies which will occur over a period of three to five years.
Over the near term, however. some iart of that police reflects a wvindl-
fall resulting from actions by the Arab-bloc nations.
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TABLE I

Crude Oil Production, Capacity,
and Price Per Barrel at Wells, 1936-1972

1936 '40 45 'so 55 '60 '6S '70 '73
Year

Source: United S1adit Dpartnent (It the InterioA. Bureau nI Min•%
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Thus for the next year or two, the price rises which have ahready
occurred are more than sufficient, to cal1 forth the additional domestic
oil which will in fact be produced during that period. Some part of
present prices produces windfall profit and additional price increases
resulting from the cartel-embargo wo'ild be pure windfall.

A (leterminiition of the amoun t on which to impose the Windfall
Profits Tax requires selection of a base amount which can be received
without tax and from which to determine the taxable amount. In this
respect It is similar to and will act as an excess profits tax. The Cost
of Living Council's ceiling price as of December 1, 1973 (CLC Reg.
§ 150.353) was selected as the reference point for the base price. It is
a known price and no new. selprate or costly cnlcfilhitions will have
to be made. It also significantly exceeds historical oil price levels and
it was the maximum price permitted on any domestic production unltil
late August 1973.

Under the Windfall Profits Tax, the rates of tax on selling prices of
oil in excess of base prices range from 10% to 85% under the follow-
ing graduated rate schedule:

TABLE 4.-PER 42-CALLON BARREL OF CRUDE OIL

Bracket rate, Bracket tax. Cumulative
Amount in ax:ess of base price percent cents tax, cents

o to $0.50 ........................................................ 0 0 0
.5) to $0.75 ..................................................... 10 2%, 2g

0.76 to $1.10 .................................................. .. 20 1 9y
$1.11 to 170 ............1........................................ 30 18 27)4
11.71 to 12.50 ..................................................... 50 40 671j
,2.51 and over .................................................... 85..................

In accordance with Treasury regulations to be prescribed, the toplevel of the lowest. bracket. (initially 0 to $0.50) and the bottom level
of each higher bracket will be automatically tidjusted upward monthly
in tile uniform percentage required to maike the 10 percent. rate of tax
app)licable after 36 months only to amounts in excess of the expected
average long-run supply price of about. $7 per barrel. Each higher
bracket will be adjusted upward to apply to a constant number of cents
per barrel above the next lower bracket. That portion of the price
increase which remains after payment of the above Windfall Profits
Tax is subjected to ordinary income tax.

As you can see from Table 5, the Windfall Profits Tax on the oil
will be large if the oil shortage is severe enough to cause large price
increases in oil and modest if the shortages and price increases are
modest:

TABLE 5.-NET PRICE RECEIVED BY OIL PRODUCER AFTER PROPOSED EMERGENCY WINDFALL PROFITS TAX

[Base price of $4 per barrel]

Months-

Price 1 6 12 18 24 30 36

$10 ................... $6.35 $6.47 $86.67 $6.94 $7.30 $7.80 $8.47
$9 .................... 6.20 6.32 6.52 6.79 7.15 7.65 8.32
$8 .................... 6.05 6.17 6.37 6.64 7.00 7.43 7.78
$7 .................... 5.90 6.02 6.22 6.42 6.63 6.85 7.00
$6 .................... 5.58 5.65 5.75 5.84 5.94 6.00 6.00
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If we have underestimated the long-run supply price, the tax im-
poses little penalty. For example, suppose it turns out that three years
hence a price of $8, rather than $7, is necessary to elicit a domestic
supply equal to 85-90 percent of consumption at the then correspond-
ing product prices. In that event, a tax would still apply but it would
only be 2'2 cents it barrel, less than 3 percent of the price. Thus, pro-
ducers who believe tlO $7 price is too low can nonetheless proceed on
the basis of their own price Iudgments in the knowledge that when
the windfall! disappears and their investments become productive, the
tax should also disappear, and that even if the tax does not then dis-
apl)pear, it will impose only a minor and vanishing penalty. This is
to be contrasted with the situation which would result if prices were
controlled. A $7 price ceiliiig would be equivalent to a 100 percent tax
on prices above Ehait amount, and if the long-term supply price should
turn out to be higher than $7-or if producers emvpect it, to be-we
simply would not get the supplies we need.

However, the tax rates and bracket changes have beon designed so
that an owner of oil will be discouraged froin withholding production
until after the tax rate declines or the tax expires. The price of oil
is or shortly will be as high as it is likely to bl)e for the next five years
(in terms of 1974 dollars) and will begin a gradual decline to the long-
term supply price. Higher prices now increase the incentives to in-
crease supplies, and gradually increasing supplies will gradually re-
d(uce prices. Accordingly, apart from thi tax, the owner of oil mnust
attempt to l)roduce thi oil quickly to take advantage of the higher
existing prices. Taking the rate of decline of the tax into account
along with the expected price decline, we estimate that the gain from
delaying producing of oil to avoid the tax would be less than 1/2 of 1
p ercent, per month on the average (see Table 6 below). Therefore, we
believe that no sensible producer will fail to convert his oil to money
since the value of the use of that money would be greater than the 1/2
of 1 percent per molith lie could gain by leaving his- oil in the ground.

TABLE 6.-ILLUSTRATIVE EFFECT OF THE WINDFALL PROFITS TAX ON NET PROCEEDS
REALIZED BY OIL PRODUCERS, FOR 2 PATTERNS OF OIL PRICES

Average
Hypothetical increase

prevailing Net producer per month
Number of months after enactment price of oil proceeds (percent)

Pattern A:
1 ........................................................... $10 $6.35 ..............
12 .......................................................... 9 6.52 0.24
24 .......................................................... 8 7.00 .59
36 .......................................................... 7 7.00 0

Pattern B:
1 ........................................................... 9 6.20 ..............
12 .......................................................... 8 6.37 .25
24 .......................................................... 7 6.63 .3336.......................................................... 7 7.00 .45

The combination of graduated rates and a scheduled upward ad-
justment of the brackets accomplishes three major purposes:

First, the graduated rates impose very high rates of tax on ex-
traordiniary price increases and "windfall" profits which are attrib-
utable more to an externally induced shortage in crude supplies than
to long-run market conditions, but impose a lesser amount of tax on
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relatively small increases above the Cost of Living Council ceiling
price.Second the automatic upward adjustment of the tax brackets rec-
ognizes that windfalls will be shortlived and that prices should peak
in the near future and return to lower levels as they gradually result
in greater supplies. Most important, it recognizes that if producers
are to make the investments which will be required to make us in-
dependent, they must be able to count on an absence of burdensome
special taxes on prices when those investments become productive
several years hence.

Third, the phaseout of the tax as the windfall disappears assures
that the tax will not cause higher prices for consumers, for the tech-
nical reasons I shall discuss later.

The tax will be imposed on the oil producer at the time. of sale of
the crude oil or at the end of the month in which produced if not sold.
It is contemplated that the tax will be collected and remitted on a
monthly basis as follows:

ýi) The purchaser of crude oil will withhold and remit the
amount of the tax from the sales price, paid to the oil producer
by the 15th day following the end of each month for all crude
petmroleumn purchased during the m onth.

(ii) In the case of crude produced but not sold, as in the case
of an integrated producer, the tax will be paid by the producer
by the 15th day following the end of the month of production.

In computing percentage depletion, the amount of the Windfall
Profits Tax is subtracted from gross income from the oil property be-
fore compiIting percentage depletion. The effect of this is to deny
percentage depletion on the amo ifit of the windfall which is taxed1
away.

Because the period of extraordinary profits is expected to be limited
in duration, it is important that Congress reconsider the tax aftepi
several years of experience. Accordingly, the tax is to expire by its
terms 66 months after the date of enactment.

PRICE ROLLBACKS ARE NOT A REASONABLE ALTERNATIVE TO TIIE WINDFALL
PROFITS TAX

It would be a fundamental mistake-for everyone except foreign
oil produters-to rollback oil prices to some former level. The reasons
are several :

First. consumers will end up paying about the same prices in any
event. The most they would be spared is a few cents a gallon for a few
months. (A $1 reduction in the price paid for "new oil," for example,
would translate initially into less than a one-half cent per gallon de-
crease in the price of gasoline and the market would quickly offset
that initial decrease.) The principal effect would be to- shift profits
from the U.S. to abroad.

Second, the mere presence of ceilings of any sort will tend to dampen
the new investment required to produce the increased oil we need.
Investors are uride'rstandably wary of activities which come to be
governed primarily by the laws of politics rather thtin the laws of
economics.
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Third, ceiling prices which are less than the prices producers think
will prevail will deter them from investing--regardless of whether it
is the price authority or the producers whose cost assumptions are cor-
rect. Judgments on complex matters like this always differ. Even sup-
posing the government s price controllers could correctly guess tne
Iong-term supply price and use that as a ceiling, the ceiling would
inhibit needed investment by producers whose ]udgments differ. In
order to get to tie long-term supply price, the ceiling would have to
be set substantially higher.

Although it is plainl}, true, many observers fail to recognize that
whatever we do with price controls cannot. affect the price of the more
than 30 percent of our oil we now iMrport to satisfy our demands. The
price of that oil fluctuates according to world demands and world
supplies. Recognizing this, our Cost of Living Council rules permit
refiners to pass through the foreign price they must pay. Thus, the
prices of U.S. petroleum products are subject to controls, but the con-
trol system, in a sense, rides on to) of the price of crude-and prod-
ucts go up in price when the world crude oil price goes up regardless
of what we do to control the price of domestic crude oil. This me10ns
that the price levels at which no more l)etroleum products will be
bought by consumers, the so-called "market clearing prices," cannot
be controlled by controlling domestic crude oil prices. Consumers will
eventually pay'the same prices for petroleum products whether or not
domestic crude prices are controlled. What we do when we control
domestic prices at levels below world market levels is simply to permit
our refiners to buy our domestic oil too cheaply--compared with world
prices--and to bimd higher for foreign oil to satisfy our consumers'
demands. This, in turn, means that fire larger amoufnts spent by con-
sumers go not to domestic producers anid to our government in taxes.
but to foreign oil producers and foreign governments.

Of course, we could prevent this by'denying U.S. consumers the
right to buy the foreign oil products for which they are willing to
pal• or by not permitting cost .)ass-throughs for foreign oil pircee.
But if we do so, we will ofily be spiting ourselves since either of these
measures will prevent foreigners from exporting oil to the United
States at a time when we needl it, before we have biereased our degree
of self-sufficiencv.

Price rollback's sound good to colnsupmers u•til the consequences are
apl)reciated. The consequences would be large transfers of dollars to
foreigners and an ultimate reduction in oil for the U.S. consumers, all
ironically inciurred for price redtuctions which would be minor and
evanescent.

WINDFALL PROFITS TAX COMPI1ARED WITH ATATEILNATIVE TAXES

We believe that the. Windfall Profits Tax will be considerably more
effective and efficient than would either an excise tax or an excess
profits tax.

The Windfall Profits Tax differs from an excise tax in that it will
in fact operate to tax profits, as the portion of the price to which it
will apply is above the level required to cover costs in all but excep-
tional cases. At the present price of $10 for new oil, the tax in itsflrst.
month would exceed profits only if costs exceed $6.35 a barrel (see
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Tahle 5)-which is hardly likely for production plnnied months ago
when prices were much lower. (Prices were controlled at levels below
$4 until late August.) If in some small fraction of cases that should
not hie true, the tax could not exceed profits by moi'e than a few cents
pt-r barrel.

An ordinary excise tax shares with the Windfall Profits Tax thevirtue of similicity but. in count rast, is not necessarily a tax on profits

and is an uidesirably bhtlut instrument to use in this case. Excise taxes
are usually stated as so much Ipr unit or as a percentage of the price
of the unit. An excise tax stated as so many cents per barrel or gallon
of oil would have to be pai4 regardless of tile amount by which oil
prices rose (or didn't rise)A.hat is undesirable since the tax would
itint be related to the windfall. An excise tax stated as a p)elrcenltag e of
the sales price would tax more heavily those who produce oil of higher
quality and price than those who produce oil of lower quality and

'riee. which is undesirable sinee. again, tile tax would not be re.ltited
to the windfall.

A classic excess profits tax of the tylve in effect during World War
II or the Korean War would be a nightmare of comJplexity and uncer-
tainty. It would be very difficult to design and alminiiste: a tax which
wouldl not impair tile ability and incentive of oil producers to make
the investment, necessary to produce the additional oil needed to make
us independent.

While prior excess profits taxes differed signifleatitly, they con-
tained the common elements of '(i) a determination of p)roiit in'excess
of sone base amount, (ii) the application of a high rate of tax to the
excess amount aitd (iii) complex exceptions designed to alleviate the
penal nature of the high tax rate in situations ill which the general
rule determination of excess profits yielded an inequitable result. The
following problems existed inprior excess profits tax laws:

P determination of base periodand fair rate of return.-No period
can be. selected which was a normal period for all taxpayers. TI'lat
is to say, dutrinig any taxable year or years selected, some taxpayers'
r.tes o? return on investment or profits will be higher or lower than
others for many extraneous reasons, such as strikes, floods, etc. Two
hasic methods have been used to determine a normal profit. for the
Isase period. One method is to coimptite a rate of return on invested
clpital during the base period, treat that as a normal profit rate, and
impose a tax on any profits realized in excess of that rate. The other is
to treat the absolute amount of profits realized during the base period
as normll profits and impose a tax on any profits realized in excess of
that amotiunt. Combinations of the two basic methods have also been
used. The assumption of normality for any historical rate of profits

any absolute adon mnt of pron. ts fa r-
ticutlar period is subject to challen.- because of the infinitee variato•nds
in taxpavers' situations. For example, during if whatever base period is
Selected, some taxpayers' businesses were colitracting, somue expand-

in;some used hev amounts of equiity capital. sometrelied heavy o
(de~ som eng ae In' heavy research. and development expenses,
others maximized earnings by P)oStp~oflihg research afid development
expenses, and on and onl.

1,a~ception.s for ahbminoralties.-Becauise of the probleffs referred to
above anid others, complex machinery has always been required. to ad-
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just the inevitable inequities arising from the selection of base periods
.iI1I the calculation of base. period profits. Administrative boards and
courts become entangled for yeal's over these qJuestions. Til World
lWar 1I and Korean War excess profits tax cases spawned over 54,000
applications for over $61,- billion of relief because, of claimed abnor-
imalthe. in the comlutation of excess profits. Thousands of lawsuits, the.
last. of which has not. vet been decided, required large explenditures of
time fand manpower for both government and taxpayert coin e jnplex eeo-
nmi,, arwilnents over how much was too much prolit.

Ieithle. for twasteful e.vpeadu;tres.-Since the tax is convention-
ally imposed at a high rate and only oil net profits, it has tile effect of
eulsing expenditures which woull not otherwise hie made and which
are wasteful. For example, the corIporate taxpaycin at a 48% income
tax rate. must use ,j2 cents of its own money for every $4.1 expended.
I lowever, if the marginal tax rate is- raised to 8-5iý by thilef addition of
an 1 Pxess profits tax. only 15 conts of every $1.00 of exo ess profits Spent
liv\ tIe taxpaylver comes from its p)ocket-tlhe other 85 cents will be taken
ill taxes if )iot spent. Experience teaches that this leads to wasteful
pr:ietiees and ineffieieneies which imnrease or maintain product prices
to c(,onsiuers without creating corresponding benefits to society.

Applying il exce;:s )ln'o its tax only to the net profit of oilprodiidtion
WOuld l;e even mo're (lifficilt, for the following reasons:

IhireaURId ('orera.e.- Thle expected windfalls will accrue to all
Owners of oil. who include thousands of individuals, trusts, estates,
speciallv taxed corporations such as insurance companies, and other
4.(,rporationls not generally associated by the public with oil companies.
A\,.(orinrlv. the windfall tax must apl)lyv to all owners of oil, not just
to large o ilc companiess , if it is to be e-ffective. The World War II and
Korean 'War excess profits taxes have applied only to corporate tax-
payers. It is safe to say that as complex to administer as prior taxes
lhve been. an excess profits tax affecting thousands of non-corporate
taxpayers. would he greatly more coml)lex.

JDetrmiiaton of eav... profl/s.-It would be necessary to determine
thw excess profits from. oil production alone if the tax were to be con-
liled to the windfall. Complex allocations of income and expense

would have to b)e made. In the vase of the numiiierous individuals, es-
tales and! trusts who keep) mlfillnimum formal records, the allocation
probloin would be even more sizeable.

ITo€able a wome maicageme.-T manaxa.,lt income. management
thro-igh wasteful expenditures would be easier to achieve for oil pro-
ducers since their incomes are reduced cmurrently through the deduction
of most of the costs of new wells ald percentage depletion. Wasteful
drilling practices and wasteful expenditures for overhead items could
reduce the inipact of the tax to a large extent without corresponding
benefits to society from produictive new wells or research.

OTHER .PE(rTS OF TitfE WINDF,\ALh PROFITS TAX

The Windfall Profits Tax wofild tax only the person who has the
willdfall, the owner of ('rude 1petroleimi. This'ean be illustrated by look-
ing.., at gasoline price increases. Frohm October 1. 17., to late Janmiary
!K4. n veralge fmsiiline prices increased by 9.5 cents per gallon.

it the. m.•:• period. average crude oil prices increeaseil. by between
,:. ;.rd $3.50)per barrel or about 8 cents per gallon (there are 42 gall6iis
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to a barrel). The remaining 11/2 cents of the 10 cent increase was per-
initted to refineries and distributors by the Cost. of Living Council to
offset. higher costs based oil a thorough evaluation of their costs and
profits. The windfall profit is reflected in the 8 cents which inured to
the owner of crude oil and he is the person who nihst pay the tax if
the windfall profit, is to be taxed. Refiners, wholesalers, and retailers
of petroleotn•-wT•odts haiVe b-,ii erhitted only Price in Mivases unfider
tile Cost of Living Council rfiles which reflected, on a dollar-for-dollarbasis, the actual costs they experience#.

It. should also be noted that the Windfall Profits Tax will tax simi-
larly those oil producers who are similarly situated. A producer who
receives a $1 per barrel increase for low-priced oil with ta base lprice of.
say $3.00, is taxed the same as a producer who ireciveim a price increase
of $1 per barrel for his higher quality and higher priced oil with a base
price of, say $4.50.i These relative base prics w're previously estab-
lished bv market forces and are doubtless fairer than any which could
be devised administratively.

The Windfall Profits Tax applies only to domestic production. It
is not sensible to attempt to tax the windfall on imported oil for two
reasons. First., anything which reduces the net price received by (he
foreign producer below what he. would receive if the oil were" sold
in another country will only prevent iinfports froin coming to the
United States. Tlie oil, will tend instead to be sold elsewhere if the net,
price to producers is higher there because of a IT11.. tax. Second, the
amount of windfall realized by the company from which the imnprfed
oil is purchased is linlited the windfall will be realized primarily in-
stead by the foreign government. This is easily. seen by looking tit in-
creases in reference or posted prices of oil by' foreign governments,
which have increased radically and repeately in recent months to cap-
ture the windfalls from the operating companies. A tax or tariff on
imported oil should be imposed onfly to discourage imports for na-
tional security or other reasons, which goes beyond what is appro-
priate at this time.

THE TAX 1R NOT PASSED ON TO CONSUMERS

Tire consumer currently receives governlment protection against un-
fair price increases t.ro,•!i a combtiihtibb, of police controls anld alloca-
tion l)olicies. Trie Windfall Profits Tax complements these rules and
will not have the effect some claim of increasing prices to consumers.
Statements to that effect indicate a lack of understanding of how the
tax operates. A tax which is less than the windfall profit will always
fall oil the oilprodlucer.

Why isn't the tax passed on to the consumer? It is because the pro-
ducers of oil are willing, even if reluctantly, to take less for the oil
than the amount consumers are willing to pay and are in fact paying.
Prodtikgrs made their decisions to produce oil expecting prices hlelow
the current higher prices which are all that cons•tmhirs will pay. (If
consumers were willifig to pay more, and were perfifitted by price comi-
trols to do so, producers w6iild already be charging it.) II consunmors
will pay no more add prodiie&rs are willingfto take less, p)r'Odtucers will
absorb any tax which does not, reduce their expected profit, i.e., reduee'
it, by more than the windfall profit. On tle othlie hiind,-if tile tax is
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more than the windfall, the tax could fall on consumers in varying
degrees, depending upon supply response (the greater the supply re
spionse, the more apt the tax is to fall on the consumer). The following
example may be helpful.

Su ppose that producers are producing at full capacity ancL are. will-
ing to sell at a price of $x. For extraordinary reasons the price rises
to $x+;, producing a "windfall" profit of $:. That represents the
maximum price that consumers are willing to pay because if they were
willing to pay more producers would be charging more.

If a tax of $1 is imposed it will not affect supply, since by definition
the supply is the saine at any level above $x. If iproducers could pre-
vioiislv have added $1 to the price they would have done so already.
If the.' How try to a dd $1 to the price. demand will simply fall. Thus,
the pirice to consumers will not change and the oil producers will have
to l)1v the $1 to the lax collector.

llowever, if there is no windfall profit in tie price, a tax will affect
the amount which oil pIrodueers are willing to supply and some part
of the tax will inevitably he passed on in tile forml of a price increase,
as a hkser supply will result in price increases. The greater the supply
response (i.e., the greater the contraction in supply), the closer to the
amount of the tax the price increase will tend to be.

PROPOSALS I-RlATING TO DOMESTIC IXCEXTIVES

Among the tax proposals which I presented to you ill April 1973
were several which affect incentives for domestic exploration for and
piudulction of oil and gas. They are the proposals for the Exploratory
Drilling Credit, for a Miihmiuin Taxable income and for a Limitation
on Art ificial Accountilig Losses.

I said to you in ALpril:
, * * the need is for new ex!)loration in the United States

which will add to the national wealth of known oil and gas
reserves for the future and assure the continued availability
at reasonable prices at home-not abroad-of adequate ftuel
Supplies.

To that end we proposed a new investment credit for exploratory
drilling. This credit operates, in much the same way that the invest-
ment. credit operates, and we expect it to be similarly effective in en-
con raging new exploration.

The tiix law now contains incentives for oil and gas production in
the form of the percentage depletion allowance and the deduction for
intangible drilling costs. Of these, the provisions for intangible drill-
ing costs are the mll're reflective, incentive forinew prodlt)tdion because
they relate to the drilling operation itself and because thi dedduictios
may be taken whether or not the drillifig is successful. PercentaLm de-
pletion, on the other hand, relates only to production, and is a more
diffused incentive because its benefits are available only if the drilling
is successful and then odily over a period of years.

The now exploratory drilling credit is concenttrated on the activities
which are most needed, namely, the discovery of now fields and reer-
voirs. And since it provides a major and immediate benefit for drilling
activity, it should have a significafit incentive effect on that activity.

The existing incentives providWed by percentage depletion and the
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immediate deduction of intangible drilling costs would be lessened re-
spectively by the Administration's proposals with respect to MinimUm.
Taxable Income (MTI) and Limitation onl Artifficial Accounting
Losses (LAL). These reductions in existing incentives, which are not
large in relation to aggregate investment in the industry, are necessary
for other reasons and are more, than offset by the somewhat. larger
aiid more efficientiincentives which would be provided by the proposed
Exploratory Drilling Credit.

The purpose of both the MTI and LAL proposals is to stop the
spectacle of high income taxp ayers paying little or no federal income
tax and thus to remove an element which tends to corrode the indis-
pensable pIII)liC confidence il our tax system. The Internal Revenitie
Code contains many preferences designed to provide incentives for
particular activities. We believe that Congress should review them in-
dividually from time to time so that those which have become out-
mode(l and 11nnecessarv can he revitalized or eliminated. lHowever.
the pressing need at this time is to see that such provisions, in total. do
not give rise to the public impression that tax laws apply unfairly in
favor of the wealthy, who are the persons most likely to respond to the
incentives. Thus, thie Miniihumn Taxable Income proposal deals with
existing incentives leavingg their reexamination to another day) ajid
proceeds on the philosophy that while individual incentives mnay he
good, there. may be too Much of a good thing. The Mininitim Taxable
Income proposal would place a limit on the aggregate amount of cer-
tain incentives which may be used by a particular taxpayer. Stated
veryr roughly, the concept is that a taxpayer should not be permitted
to uso such incentives in an aggregate amount which exceeds half of
his "economic" income. Just as the Code now places linifts on partictl-
lar incentives-such as the 50 percent of' income limitation on the
charitable. deduction-the Minimnufmu'Taxable Income proposal would
place a limitation on aggregate incentives.

In desianinir the Minimum Taxable Income provision, we were
mindful tilat, it would affect the use of percentage depletion in cases
where percentage depletion in combination with other covered items
exceeded half of the taxpayer's economic income. We concluded after
careful consideration that, while individual taxpayers would vom-
plain, the proposal's effect on percentage depletion would be minimal
in the aggregate and would not significantly affect capital investuMent
for indreaselprodoction of oil and gias. Whatever slight adverse effect
the proposal might have in that regard, we believe it is the necessary
price of preserving public confidence in the tax system generally.

The LAL proposal also lessens somewhat the incentives provided by
the immediate deduction of intailgible drilling costs. In the case of
producing wells, such deductions dften create accounting losses even
though tie well is in fact profitable. Under the proposal such losses
could be used only to offset income from oil and gas properties, and
not to offset other income. The purpose of the proposal is to prevent
high income taxpayers from eliffiinating their current taxable ineoifie
from other sources by using deductions which do not represent eco-
nomic losses. Drilling expenses incurred in connection with holes
which thurn out'to bed4ry are not artificial losses and are uiiaffected by
the proposal. While theprop osal limits the use of such artifi'iatlosses,
it does not permit their utilization against oil and gas income and in
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that sense provides an incentive to oil and gas investment which par-
tially offsets the disincentive.

Looking at the April 30 proposals as a package, the proposals for
MTI and LAL would reduce to some degree tile existing incentives for
investment in oil and gas, but the proposal for an exploratory dri-lling
credit would, in terms of dollar benefits to taxpayers, more than ofrset
tlthe-dollar detrimentw-arising frriW tlie" p'sls. Thiiis, when both
proposals are considered together, the dollar tax incentives offered for
investment in oil and gas remain essentially unchanged-but a sig-
nificant portion of those dollar incentives 'has been rechanneled io
operate in a much more efficient way to produce new oil and gas
reserves.

Thus, we urge your Committee to act proriiptly on the proposed ex-
ploratory drillIng credit. but to keel) in mind that it must be consid-
ered in the total context of the proposals for Minimum. Taxable In-
conie to which we hope you will also accord a high priority.

PROPOSALS RELATING TO FOREION OPERATIONS

As a part of the program to make. our nation independent in energy
resources, we believe it desirable, within the limits of fairness, eco-
nomic efficiency, and national security to emphasize incentives for
domestic exploration as distinguished fr'om foreign exploration. With
that in minid, we presented to you last April a proposal relatilig to the
recovery of foroigi losses that are deducted against United St"ates in-
come.. We now have two additional proposals relating to foreign op-
erations which we ask that you consider.

THE FOREIGN TAX CREDIT

All of these proposals require an understainding of the international
system for avoiding double taxation of income earned in one country
by a. citizen of another country.

The major nations of the world have a network of systems designed
to avoid excessive double taxation of income. Those systems vary in
detail but fall into two general categories. Under some systems. income
earned abroad is simply not taxed in the home country. France, and
the Netherlands, for example, have systems which generally follows
that basic concept. Other countries, including the United States. Great
Britain, Germany, Canada, and Japai--our major trading partners-
have tax credit systems.

The basic concept of a tax credit system is that the country in which
the business activity is carried on has the first right to tax the income
from it even though the activity is carried on'by a foreigiibr. The for.
eigner's home co0litry also taxes the income, but only to the extent
the home tax does not duplicate the tax of the country where the in-
cofie is earned. Thl duipliction is eliminiated by a foreign tax credit.
For example, if a U.S. corporation were taxed at a 30 percent rate in
country X on its incotime from operations-in country X, the U.S. would
not duplicate country X's 30 percent tax on that income.. But since the
U.S. corporate income tax rate is at 48 percent, the U.S. would col-
lect-i.e., "pick-up" the 18 percent which remained over and above
the 30 percent collected by country X. Technically the result is achieved
by imposing a hypothetical 48 percent U.S. tax on the income earned
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in country X, with the fist 30 percentage points rebated by a credit.
However, if the foreign rate were 48 percent or more, there would be
nothing left for the U.S. to pick up and thus no tax payable to the
U.S. on that foreign income.

Note that the foreign tax credit only affects income earned in some
foreign country through activities condihtcted in thttt country. Income
arising out of operations conducted in the U.S. and the taxes on that
inconmie are totally unaffected by the credit.

The following table permits one to understand the fact that high
taxes are being paid bIy the oil industry to foreign governments on
the, large proportion of non-U.S. income that is earned by these cor-
poratiolns; that the United States gives a credit for U.S. taxes on the
foreign source income that results in an excess credit; that these
credits do not reduce. U.S. income taxes on the income earned from
U.S. operations: and that the same basic tax credit principle oper-
ates for all U.S. industries, not merely oil.

INCOME AND TAXES PAID,
OF THE 79 LARGEST I.S. COMPANIES, 1970

U.S. SOURCE INCOME FOREIGN SOURCE INCOME

Investment: Foreign Taxes Paid
Tax Creditd Accrued ,Foreign Tax CreditUS, Tax flue_ \ -'"-/ r_...... I% ....

Petroleum & Refining

Drugs, Chemicals, &
Related Products

Transportation Equiprnent

Computers &
Business Machines

Miscellaneous

Food & Related Products
........... .... .. ...

Metals & Fabrication

Electrical Equipment

f..~*J.* . ,~* r.~
$Bil. 2

SInJS. Income mI

-I U

- o, A I Z

Cons• tS of the 100 largest companies on the
Fortune Magazine list, plus Aramco. less
companies tor which records were not located

-n timn-fr thW4pfeserlatot Inat .in tnc .14
petroleum and renting companies

1 2 3

It is also i iiportalt to note that the satisfactory functioning of this
credit t system depends upon reciprocity among nations. Thus, the U.S.
reciprocally has te first right to tax income of foreignpers arisifig out
of operatlolns in the U.S., and the home foreign countries either give
those foreigners a credit for the U.S. tax or they exclude the U.S.
income entirely from the holie country's tax base.

Foreign
IIncome

$ a 31 1914

! U..Ta/ u

WMA

0

I
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When Congress wrote the basic tax credit provisions in 1918 and
when the question o. oil country taxes first became controversial
twenty-odd years ago, circumstances were different from what they are
today: Most foreign countries today have income tax rates nearly as
great or greater than the U.S. tax rate. Thus, after our companies
have paid'their tax abroad, there is little or nothing left for the U.S.
to "pick-up" on-that. foreign income unless we wish to imposeia tax
which duplicates the foreign tax. It has been the broad position of
our government, under this and previous administrations, that the
avoi(lance of double taxation is a sound principle and that we should
continue to participate in the international system designed to avoid
it. If we were now to withdra.wv from the system, we would invite re-
taliation Mind discrimination from other nations and would be required
to rethink and renegotiate international arrangements. Excessive tax
burdens would be imposed on U.S. companies operations abroad and
their international competitive position would be severely affected.

In summary, the basic foreign tax credit must be understood not as
a taxloophole or positive incentive to foreign investment, but rather
as part of a system designed to allocate primary taxing jurisdiction
to the government within whose borders the income is earned. The
system (Ioes not reduce the total tax bill of U.S. companies below
the amount they would have paid to the U.S. if the income had been
earned here. They are excused from paying U.S. tax on forei;n in-
come only\' to the extent that. they have paid an equivalent tax oil that
income to a foreign 9overnTi tilpi. We must accept the fact that. other
coulltries now impose taxes comparable to ours, so that the U.S. now
collects little or no tax from operations conducted by its corporations
in most major foreign countries.

'There still remain, however, certain "tax haven" countries which
impose little or no tax, and there exist also some countries where the
tax rates are much higher than U.S. tlux rates. MIuch of the complica-
tion in the present system arises out of the desire of taxpayers either
to average or not to average (depending upon the circumstances)
the incofie and taxes of high tax and low tax countries.

At the present time, thie oil producing countries impose taxes at
very high rates. If these taxes were expressed as a percentage of tax-
able. income as defined by our rules. they would be, in the neighborhood
of 90 percent. But if they were only as high as our corporate income
taxes, namely 48 percent, the U.S. would still collect no tax on earn-
ings in those countries. However. the difference of 40-odd percentage

..... oiiints§betw'een fthie rates and U.S. rates produces %'ery large "excess
tax credits" which, under existing rules, can be used to elimiinate the
tax that the T.S. would otherwise "pick t.p'" in the low tax, tax haven
countries. One of the proposals I shall discuss later deals with an af-
pect of that fact.

RECOVERY OF FOREIGN LOSSES

The April proposal with respect to the recovery of foreign losses
is directed to a situation that arises because a taxpayer with losses
in a foreign cotuntry can deduct those losses against income earned
in the U.S. in the year of the loss. When the foreign operation be-
comies .profitable in' a later year. the foreign country often collects
tax on the profits without regard to the prior loss, and if that tax is
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as large as our 48 percent tax, the resulting credit will absorb any
IT.S. tax on those foreign earnings. The result is that the United
States shoulders the burden of the start-up deductions, but the foreign
country collects the tax when the operation becomes profitable. Such
losses often arise in connection with the exploration for oil or gas
deposits abroad, involving large intangible drilling and development
costs.

The April proposal would modify the foreign taT. credit provisions
to reqttire that where a United States taxpayer has deducted foreign
losses against United States income, such losses would be taken into
account to reduce the amount of foreign tax credit claimed by such
taxl)ayer on foreign earnings in later years. Tins would eliminated
the present situation which permnits the current deduction of intangible
drilling costs and other start-up expenses in a foreign country against
United States source income. and then permits a foreign country to
claiim the full income taxes on the profits, with a United States
tax credit for such taxes when production begins. The proposal, by
re.tricting this possiblity, would eliminate a present United States
tax benefit for commencibg foreign drilling operations. The estimated
revenue gain from this proposal is $100 million annually after five
years.

EI°.1MI NATION OF PERCENTAGE DI-PLETON IN THE CASE OF FOREIGN OIL AND
GAS PRODUCTION

Percentage depletion was first allowed in 1926. Through the years
it has been retained as an incentive for exploration for new reserves.

Percentage depletion has been available regardless of whether the
producing property is located in the United States or in a foreign
country. However, from time to time adjustments have been made
in rates and rules, and under existing law percentage depletion is
unavailable, or available at a lower rate, for foreign production of a
number of minerals other than oil and gas. In the case of Oil and
gas the depletion deduction is and has always been available abroad
to the same extent as in the U.S.

In recent years, percentage depletion on foreign oil and gas has
not produced a benefit in many, if not most, cases because of the
generally hligh foreign'taxes imposed abroad. (The precise. amount
of the lhypotfletical U.S. tax is irrelevant if the foreign tax is in
any event higlift. so that the foreign tax credit eliminates the U.S.
tax.) Hoowever, there is a potential benefiit for production in coilitries
with lower tax rates.

It is now apparent that our priminary aim should be to encourage
the exploration for new soiirces of oil and gas in the United States.
There is no longer any policy support for giving special encourage-
mnent to oil and gas exploration and production abroad. Thus, we
iiow p ropose tlat thie Internal Revenue Code be ateifthded to provide
that percentage depletion shall not be allowed with respect to oil
and gas wells located in foreign countries. The percentage depletion
allowance for oil and gas would be liiiited to wells located in the
United States, in its possessions, in the Comniniwealth of Puerto
Rico or on the. otiter continental shelf.

Because the taxes of the major countries where oil and gas is now
being produced by U.S. coripanies are now imposed at rates equal to
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or in exeess of those which would be imposed by the U.S., no major
revenue, effect. is expected from this change, although it may have a
sinlificant. effect on some producers. Tiheestinated revenue gail is

130 million.
We fare not now proposing any change in the percentage depletion

deduction available for other natural deposits located in foreign coun-
tries. However, that question should be. examined from time to time
and adjustments niade when appropriate.

EXCESSIVE FOREIGN TAX RATES

Using artificially high posted prices for oil and high tax rates, many
oil producing countries now collect "income taxes" on petroleum profits
whieh greatly exceed income taxes normally collected by governments
on other business activities. 'IThis has created what we believe to be a
distortion in the normal and equitahleh operation of our foreign tax
credit system.

w•e continue to support the p)rinci)le of avoiding double, taxation
through a tax credit systeni. But like othe•' basically sound principles,
it can be subject to distortion and abuse in particular situations. The
special problem that we are dealing with arises particularly where the
taxing authority and the ownership of the oil are embodied in one and
the same entity'. which thus has the power to extract. payments from
oil produeers in'the form of taxes or' in some other form, at its discre-
tion. The, high artificitdl posted prices on which the taxes of a nuiiiber
of oil producing countries !"re based have created legitimate concern
over whether the payments treated as creditable tax are "income taxes"
or taxes "in lieu of n tax on income." It is argued that these payments,
at least in part, more realistically represent some other business
expense.

Business expenses are excidible or deductible f rom gross income,
but they may not he credited against U.S. income tax. Foreign income
taxes, oin tlhe other hand. may-- be either deducted from income or
credited against U.S. tax, at the option of the taxpayer. Thusi, if the
tax law allows payments which in substance are not income taxes to
be treated as income taxes, taxpayers will receive larger credits than
they should. When the amionmt of the "tax" payment on foreign oil
production exceeds the U.S. tax on the same income, the excess pay-
mient gives rise to anl excess foreign tax credit which may be used as
a cre(lit against U.S. tax on incolne from other operations in that
Co•m•lrv. or on income from other foreign countries, depending on
whether the foreign tax credit is computed on the per-country limita-
tio!ý or the overall lhliitatlon.

In the case of oil pitoduction,. foreign producing c_ eimtries generally
base the.l'r tax on the "l)osted price" for crude oil. The posted price is, a
fictitious price which may or may not. have any relationship to the
market valfie of the oil. it is, howeAver, almost always higher and has
moved dramat, tilly higher in recent tmouths. As the posted price lhas
risen. the foreign I-axes have gone higher. 'lris has ledi to greatly in-
creeOsed excess credits for taxes paid the oil produelifg countries'.

lUnder the tax credit system, as the foreign tax rate go!s up. the
U.S. tax goes down, until the foreign rate beeoiwies 48 l)ercent and
the U.S. rate becomes zero. Thereafter any increases in the foreign
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rate have no further effect on the U.S. rate on the foreign income hut

simply create "excess credits," which most companies eafitiot use.. How-

ever, companies electing the "overall limitation" on the foreign tax

credit, may average foreign tax rates so that "excess credits" in one

country n'ay. in elfect, be. used to pay U.S. taxes with respect to in-

collie earnie in another foreign couuitry which imposes little or no
tax. While w'e believe this res•ilt. to bie satisfactbry il general
believe it leads to a distortion of the credit mechanism in the case of oil

comlpanies under present circuitmstanwes.
'the total amotints of these payinents to the foreign producing coun-

tries, and the. selective rale of taxes have grown so large that. whether

or not they technically qualify as "income taxes," we do not think that

we shoildl conmtiulie to treat Themi entirely as an income tax for tax

credit. purposes since they exceed normal levels of taxation and canl
affect very siglifieantly the U.S. treateillnt of other foreign Souirce
income of IT.S. oil eonimllpies. For a number of yeai's, the existence of

increasingly large excess tax credits waqs of milnol llinportalnee beallse
there was nio U.S. tax payable in anyi evenit, and the coilpainies simply
acculantllited exceh.s ere(lits which theyý couil nlot lise. It now alppears•

however, that major international oil comlpainies are beginning to
engae more heavily in fo'eign operations other thaii oil extraction,

hincluding operations ,uch as shipin, which are subject to little or nio
foreign lax. The niulimber of companies eleetilng. tile overall tax cel'dit
lilitatiohl appears to be increasing. and the income from thesis, low-
taxed foreigmr operations is this shielded from 11.S. tax by usini• the
excess credits resulting from tile extremely high "taxes" plaid to' the
foreign govOrluiments on the foreign oil and gas income.

Our prwoposal would continue the foreign tax- credit mneellcnisiml sth-
stantia Ily as it has existed over the years. and it would not tamper
with the basic definition of an inlcomle tax. We (to not underestimate
the ability of foreign oil prodiucing countries to design the strull.tlure
of their levies to correspond to any definition of an income tax that
we require. But nilnder our proposal only a reasonable part of the for-
eign income tax would be treated as a Credt (blC tax. The bilahmee
would be treated as an expense. We propose to ise U.S. tax level.- as
a standard in determining what is a reasonable level of foreign tax
to be creditable. Thus in the case of these foreign taxes on oil ,and gas
prodUctioni, we would treat as creditable only an amoulint equivalent
to the. U.S. tax on the same incomne-i.e., in imosi cases thel 46 pvuceilt

general corporate rate or, the lesser 34 percent rate for Westeprn
Hemisphere Trade Corporations. as tile ease may be.

Since the expense part of the tax is deductible in determining tax-
able incomlie, the determiiiiioitn of the creditable portloiloiniuist 1h., n:I.de
by an algebraic foririhla.' The exl)hliatory material ini the Appetirlix
sets forth this formiila anid shows how it is derived. Its practical rcilt
is that foreign oil productioii will no longer generate excess foreign
tax credits.

For pDi'poses of appillying these rui(les, tile foreign oil taxable iilcome
of tile taxpayer and the foreigll tax paid with respect to thiat income
woNld be deterniined separately for each foreign coltitry, and the
proposed new limlit 6n creditable taxes would be co iputed separately
for each foreign country. After applicati on of the Jilitit, the creditable
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Iaxes would be aggregated with other creditable taxes and subjected
to thie normal per-country or overall limitation on the foreign tax
credit. Excess tax credits accumulated in taxable years beginning
before the effective date of this proposal could be carried over to years
heginning after the effective date of this proposal as under present
hi.v, but would be denied to the extent that they could not have been
utilized had this change not been enacted. TLhe proposal would be-
come effective with respect to taxes paid during, or accrued with
respect to, taxable years ending after December 31, 1973.

It, is not possible to estimate the revenue gain from this proposal
with precision because its enactment will cause taxpayers to change
their operations in ways which we cannot predict. If more companies

were to devise ways to use the excess credits generated under the pres-
ent system, the revenue loss could be in excess of $1 billion a year. The
proposal would foreclose that.possibility. If the proposal were applied
to existing patterns of operations we would expect it. to produce reve-
noes of about $400 million a year over current levels. HIowever, tax-
payers can be expected to change their procedures to reduce that
armount substantially.

It has been suggested that the proper approach to this problem is
to deny the foreign tax credit entirely with respect to the existing
taxes on oil income. We believe that our proposed limitation is far
more, desirable. The result of denying the credit would be to subject
I U.S. companies to higher tax burdens than their foreign competitors.
The step of denying any tax credit should not be taken unless it is
determined that United States oil companies should not participate
in foreign oil and gas production.

It has been suggested that the problem in this area is that the in-
ternational oil companies are paying absurdly low taxes, sometimes
alleged to be on the order of 2 or" 3 percent, and that those taxes should
be raised to the level of other U.S. companies. This is a simplistic way
of looking at the problem. The fact is that these companies are paying
high taxes on their foreign production. It is true that these taxes are
not being paid to the U.S., but it is also true that there is no reason

inder the international system that they should be paid to the U.S. If
a U.S. company can go to Saudi Arabia, find andproduce oil, take it to
Japan or 'Western Europe, sell it at. a profit, pay reasonable taxes to
the countries concerned, and repatriate the after-tax profits to the
U.S., U.S. policy-makers should not be dismayed; they should be
pleased.

We are all upset because the price of oil is high, but the reaction
should not be to strike out bliindly at the most available target. The
approach of outr proposal is not a vindictive one. We arel not trying
to penalize oil producers. Nor are we trying to restrict U.S. companies
to IU.S. business. What Ne are suggesting is a technical change which
wvill remove the possibility of the oil producers obtainiiing an undue
benefit from changed circumstances.

In conclusion, let me emphasize our conviction that all of these
,J)roposals, together with those which we made last year, are of great
importance to our nation's welfare. Wle urge that you give them a
high priority. The Treasury Department will be pleased to assist in
every way it can.
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APPENDIX

Dmwwizn ; oAo or CnDrrABLn PonroN oF FOREIGN
INcomE TAxEs ox OIL AND GAS PRODuCTION

Many countries collect income taxes on oil and gas production at
excessive levels. The Treasury prop0al wiuld, characterize part of
those income taxes as deductible expenses.

The method of dividing foreign income taxes between a portion
which would be creditable against U.S. taxes, and the remainder,
which would be characterized as an expense, may be described in three

1) The creditable portion of the tax would be equal to the U.S.

tax rate applicable to corporations times foreign source petroleum
income defined accm'dilg to U.S. law. (The rate would be 48 percent
for corporations other than Western HIemisphere Trade Corporations
and also for individuals, trusts and estates, but would be 34 percent
for Western Hemisphere Trade Corporations.)

(2) Foreign source petroleum income defined according to U.S.
standards would be equal to the fair market value of the petroleum,
less royalties, lifting costs, and other allowable expenses and less that
portion of foreign income taxes which is characterized by the U.S.
as an exI)ense.

(3) The portion of the foreign income tax characterized as an ex-
pense would be equal to the total foreign income tax less that portion
of the foreign income tax which is creditable against U.S. taxes.

Each step in the apportionment of foreign income taxes depends on
some other step. Thus, to determine the creditable portion of the
foreign tax, it is necessary to express the principle as the algebraic
formntla. The general statement of the principle is that the, niaxi-
mum creditable portion .(M) of the foreign income tax (T) is equal to
the U.S. tax rate (R) times the excess of foreign petroleum taxable
income computed without deducting any portion of the foreign tax
(I) over the deductible portion of thle foreign tax (T-M). This may
be expressed as the equation:

M=R[I- (T-M)]

This equation may be simplified into the form:

M =R_(I-T)
1-R

In Most cases R will equal 48%, and the equation 'day be further
implied into (approximately) : M=.923 (I-T).

In the case of a Western llemisJ)here Trade Corporation, R=3-1%,
and the equation becomes (approximately) Mf=.515 (I-T).
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In practical terms, under the proposal, foreign petroleum ventures
would no longer generate "excess" foreign tax credits. This is illus-
trated by the following table:

Present law Proposal

Calculation of foreign tax:

Posted price per barrel ...................................................... $11.65 $11.65
Royally (12.9 percent) ....................................................... -1.46 -1.46
UftInLg etc., costs .......................................................... -. 20 -. 20

Income as defined by foreign government ................................... 9.99 9.99
Foreign income tax (551percent) .............................................. 5.49 4.59

Calculation of U.S. tax:
Fair market value ........................................................... 7.65 7.65
Royalty .................................................................... -1.46 -1.46

Gross Income ................ . .......................... .6.19 6.19
Depletion allowance (22 percent of $6.9) ............................ -1.36 0
tfiting. etc.. costs ............................................................ 20 .20
Portion of foreign Income tax recharacterized ................................... 0 -5.03

Taxable Income for U.S. purposes ........................................... 4.63 .96
U.S. income tax (48 percent) ..................................................... 2.22 .46

Calculation of credit:
Maximum credit for foreign Income tax ........................................ 2.22 .46

Excess foreign tax credit ..................................................... 3.27 0
Portion of excess disallowed because of depletion deduction ...................... -. 65 0

Available excess credit ..................................................... 2.62

Under the proposal, excess foreign tax credits carried forward from
years prior to the effective date of the proposal would still be char-
acterized as excess credits available in the future to the extent they
would have been used if the proposal had not become law. The ex-
cess foreign tax credits from stio.1 years would vot be converted into
deduction. If they were deductible from taxable income, the result
would be a substantial revenue loss. The additional deduction would
typically exceed taxable income before the deduction leaving the com-
panies with a loss which they could offset against taxable income. froin
U.S. sources.

For example, assuming that the figures shown in the table apply
in 1973 and 1974, an excess credit of $2.62 from 1973 would more than
offset the taxable income for U.S. purposes of $0.96 for 1974, leaving
a net loss in 1974 of $1.66. This loss could be used to offset U.S. source
income of an equivalent amount, on which the U.S. government would
lose the tax of 48 percent or $0.80.

Treatment of a portion of the foreign income taxes as deductible
cannot result in a reduction of U.S. taxes on U.S. income except in
the unlikely case in which the foreign income taxes together with the
costs associated with the petroleurm exceed the value of the foreign
petroleum. This case is particularly unlikely under our proposals be-
cause of the denial of a deduction for percentage depletion.


